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Captain Nemo
The complexity of Captain Nemo’s soul is a recurring theme that runs through both
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869) and its sequel The Mysterious Island (1874).
Nemo has sought sanctuary beneath the waves in his fantastic Nautilus submarine which is
described as a masterpiece of modern technology. But who is Nemo? – a name in Latin that
means – ‘nobody’?
Nemo is not a single person, but he represents many people. In Jules Verne’s masterpiece
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, the captive Doctor Arronax dares to step inside
Captain Nemo’s empty bed chamber aboard his Birkenhead built Nautilus.
At that moment my attention was caught by a few etchings on the walls that I had not noticed
on my first visit. They were portraits of those great men of history whose lives were entirely
devoted to a great human idea; Kosciusko, the hero who fell with the cry Finis Poloniae,
Bozzaris, the Leoidas of modern Greece, O’Connell, the defender of Ireland, Washington the
founder of the American Union, Manin, the Italian patriot, Lincoln, who fell shot by a
supporter of slavery, and finally John Brown, that martyr to the freeing of the black race,
hanging from the gallows and so terribly drawn by Victor Hugo.
What link existed between these heroic souls and the soul of Captain Nemo? Could I finally
solve the mystery of his existence by this collection of portraits? Was he a champion of
downtrodden peoples, a liberator of enslaved races? Had he taken part in the political and
social upheaveals that had recently marked the century? Had he been one of the heroes of
that terrible American Civil War, that frightful but forever glorious battle….?
Jules Verne ‘Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea’ (1869)
(
(William Butcher translation).

Doctor Arronax (based on Jules Verne
himself) gives us by far the greatest set of
clues as to Captain Nemo’s complex
identity, when he directly asks the reader …

What link existed between these heroic souls
and the soul of Captain Nemo?

Jules Verne

Doctor Arronax

Jules Verne uses over 60 locations on the Wirral Peninsula as his metaphorical ‘stage sets’ on
Mysterious Island. As an ex-director of plays, Verne then bases the novel’s characters on
real historical figures (Verne’s travelling ‘band of players’) who in their lives ‘strode the
boards’ of Birkenhead and the Wirral Peninsula.
After all, to quote William Shakespeare;

All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts.

Captain Nemo is an anti-imperialist, a revolutionary, an abolitionist and an environmentalist
– quite a stance in the mid-nineteenth century when many European powers were subjugating
their own populations, actively enlarging their empires, and starting to overexploit the
world’s natural resources on both land and in the sea.
However, in Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, Captain Nemo is also accused of
being a mass murderer, as without warning he sinks ships which are obviously of no threat to
him. He does seek repentance in Mysterious Island, and this may be of the utmost importance
to our wider story.
Nemo makes mistakes, he is a genius, but he is not ‘all knowing’ – he is human, and his
sometimes wayward navigational skills cause the Nautilus to run aground in the Indian
Ocean, get stuck in the ice of the Antarctic and disappear down a Norwegian whirlpool while
Nemo is in a hallucinogenic trance.

Every genius has a fatal flaw, a facet to their personality which in the opinion of some may
transcend all other virtues, and undoubtedly Nemo’s greatest fault is his perpetual desire for
vengeance and the underhand way that he uses his cutwater ram to sink ‘enemy’ ships
without warning whoever that enemy might be- victory without honour.

It is however a tribute to the foresight of Jules Verne that the issues of warfare, imperialism,
slavery, racism and concerns over the natural world are all as much talked about today as
when Verne first included them in his novels over 150 years ago.

Verne’s hidden messages within Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea and Mysterious
Island were undeniably written with future generations in mind, whether it be discovered one
year or a hundred and fifty years into the future.

Nemo shuns the surface world but eventually wants to make his secrets known for the benefit
of mankind.
‘This manuscript, signed with my name and containing the story of my life, will be enclosed
in a small floating container. The last survivor from among us on board the Nautilus will cast
the container into the sea, and it will go wherever the waves carry it.’
The name of this man! His own story written by himself! Would his mystery be unveiled one
day?
‘Captain,’ I replied, ‘I can only approve your intentions. The results of your studies must not
be lost. But the means you employ seem slightly crude to me. Who knows where the wind will
send the container, into whose hands it will fall?
Jules Verne Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea. (1869) Arronax to Nemo.

And where did the wind send the metaphorical container – right back from whence it came to the shores of Birkenhead - the birthplace of Captain Nemo’s Nautilus.
And into whose hands did it fall? – a geography teacher from Birkenhead who did his best to
find goodness in all of this, even when it first appeared that the opposite may be the case.
Someone who trusts the motto on the Birkenhead Coat of Arms – UBI FIDES IBI LUX ET
ROBUR - Where there is faith there is light and strength.

At the end of The Mysterious Island Captain Nemo dies, having redeemed his soul in the eyes
of the colonists, if not his own God. Nemo has done everything humanly and superhumanly
possible to help the five colonists to build a new America on both Mysterious Island and after
the eruption of the island’s volcano, on the mainland of the United States – the new Americas
that Abraham Lincoln had dreamed of.
So, who is the multiple personality of Captain Nemo and where does his soul really come
from?

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea and The Mysterious Island are two novels full of
metaphors and Captain Nemo is perhaps the greatest metaphor of all. Nemo’s soul represents
the collective soul of the United States when it fought a war with itself for the abolition of
slavery.
His soul will thus be formed by those individuals who contributed to that great struggle – he
will be exactly half Unionist abolitionist and half Confederate pro-slaver. The colonists on
Mysterious Island forgave Captain Nemo because he helped them to build a New America in
Birkenhead, it remains to be seen whether we in the modern world can show the same level
of forgiveness.
,
… and these you must study, each by itself, if you would create a living character.
Jules Verne. In the Year 2889 (1889)
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The Souls of Captain Nemo.
George Washington (1732-99)
- COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE-AMERICA’S FIRST SPYMASTER-A FOUNDING FATHER AND THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES-A HERO TO BOTH VICTOR HUGO AND CAPTAIN NEMO-GAVE HIS NAME TO WASHINGTON BAY ON THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND-FAMILY BIBLE GIFTED BY WIRRAL’S BISHOP WILSON-SLAVE OWNER-

At that moment my attention was caught by a few etchings on the walls that I had not noticed
on my first visit. They were portraits of those great men of history whose lives were entirely
devoted to a great human idea; Kosciusko, the hero who fell with the cry Finis Poloniae,
Bozzaris, the Leoidas of modern Greece, O’Connell, the defender of Ireland, Washington the
founder of the American Union, Manin, the Italian patriot, Lincoln, who fell shot by a
supporter of slavery, and finally John Brown, that martyr to the freeing of the black race,
hanging from the gallows and so terribly drawn by Victor Hugo.
What link existed between these heroic souls and the soul of Captain Nemo?
Jules Verne 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1869)
George Washington represents the ‘great idea’ of the sacred
unity of the American Union as laid down by the Founding
Fathers in the Declaration of Independence.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness.
G
George Washington (1732-99)

Washington Bay on Jules Verne’s
Mysterious Island.

On the Mysterious Island, the colonists, including the freed black slave Neb, live equally,
freely and do indeed find true happiness in a ‘Little America’ based in Birkenhead. They live
under the protecting eye of Captain Nemo, a flawed man who wishes to atone for his sins.

By degrees he became interested in their efforts when he saw them honest, energetic, and
bound to each other by the ties of friendship.
He learned from them the tremendous conflict of America with America itself, for the
abolition of slavery.
Yes, these men were worthy to reconcile Captain Nemo with that humanity they represented
so nobly in the island.
Jules Verne writing of Captain Nemo. The Mysterious Island (1874)

While the colonists of Mysterious Island, upheld these truths to be self-evident, they were not
yet self-evident on the mainland of the United States of America. It would take the American
Civil War to grant liberty if not yet equality to the country’s black population.

George Washington would gain the admiration of Jules
Verne and Victor Hugo for his ‘great idea’ of the United
States of America as the ‘land of the free’ but George
Washington was also a slave holder.
In 1797 the Liverpool merchant and abolitionist Edward
Rushton composed an open letter to George Washington
accusing him of abject hypocrisy as a ‘proprietor of
slaves’ in the land of ‘liberty’, the letter was reprinted
and widely circulated in the United States.
The effect of Rushton’s letter on Washington is not
known, but upon his death two years later, George
Washington freed all his slaves.
L Letter to George Washington by Edward Rushton.
According to George Washington’s will, a family bible was given to him by the Wirral born
Bishop Wilson of Sodor and Man, possibly via Robert Washington, once of Bidston Church,
Birkenhead and said to be a distant relative of George Washington.
Jules Verne will make a joke at George Washington’s slave owning expense in one particular
scene from the Mysterious Island.
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The Souls of Captain Nemo.
Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865).
–PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (1861-65)–
–SIGNED THE 13th AMENDMENT TO ABOLISH SLAVERY –
–PRESERVER OF THE UNION –
-TELLER OF GREAT STORIES AND JOKES–THREATENED WAR WITH GREAT BRITAIN OVER EVENTS IN BIRKENHEAD–
-GAVE HIS NAME TO JULES VERNE’S MYSTERIOUS ISLAND (BIRKENHEAD)–ABOLITIONIST HERO OF CAPTAIN NEMO–

At that moment my attention was caught by a few etchings on the walls that I had not noticed
on my first visit. They were portraits of those great men of history whose lives were entirely
devoted to a great human idea; Kosciusko, the hero who fell with the cry Finis Poloniae,
Bozzaris, the Leoidas of modern Greece, O’Connell, the defender of Ireland, Washington the
founder of the American Union, Manin, the Italian patriot, Lincoln, who fell shot by a
supporter of slavery, and finally John Brown, that martyr to the freeing of the black race,
hanging from the gallows and so terribly drawn by Victor Hugo.
What link existed between these heroic souls and the soul of Captain Nemo?
Jules Verne Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869)

. name of Abraham Lincoln will resonate both within
The
the walls of Captain Nemo’s Birkenhead built Nautilus
and throughout our adventure, he will touch the lives of
so many of our heroes.
Abraham Lincoln (1809-65) was born in Kentucky into
abject poverty and rose to become a lawyer and the 16th
President of the United States.

A Thirty-Five-Year-Old Abraham Lincoln in 1846.

In 1843 Abraham Lincoln married Mary Todd, the daughter of a wealthy businessman Robert
Smith Todd of Lexington, Kentucky, the Todd family were themselves slave holders.

As a politician Abraham Lincoln served in the United States House of Representatives
between 1847-49, he returned to political activism in the 1850’s and was a fierce opponent of
any new states joining the Union and becoming slave states.

Lincoln was a practicing lawyer right up to
the time of his being nominated over
William Seward as the Republican
candidate for the Presidency on May 18th
1860.

Lincoln’s Victory Splits the Country –
Political Cartoon 1860.

Lincoln’s election as President on November 6th1860 was entirely due to support in the north
and west of the country and he won only two of the 996 counties in the Southern slave states.
The South was enraged by Lincoln’s election and on December 20th 1860 South Carolina
seceded (withdrew) from the Union to be followed by Florida, Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgia, Louisiana and Texas. Jefferson Davis was appointed President of the new
Confederate States of America.

Civil War came when Major Robert Anderson, the commander of the Union's Fort Sumter in
Charleston, South Carolina, sent a request for provisions to Washington, and Lincoln's order
to meet that request was seen by the secessionists as an act of war. On April 12, 1861,
Confederate forces fired on Union troops at Fort Sumter.
The American Civil War caused a profound split within
the Lincoln household which was to be repeated in
families across the nation during the American Civil War.
Several of Mary Todd Lincoln’s half-brothers fought for
the Confederacy in the American Civil War and were
killed in action.
Mary Todd herself was a staunch supporter of her
husband in his quest to save the Union and abolish
slavery.
Mary Todd Lincoln (1818-82)

Abraham Lincoln led the Union throughout the
American Civil War (1861-65) and was responsible
for the 13th Amendment of the American
Constitution which ended slavery in the United
States. Lincoln’s speech before The Battle of
Gettysburg on November 19th, 1863, is a landmark
moment in American History and the battle itself
marked a turning point in the American Civil War.

The Gettysburg Address from a 1905 lithograph.

On the evening of April 14th, 1865, just
five days after the decisive Unionist
victory at the Battle of Appomattox,
Abraham Lincoln was assassinated by
John Wilkes Booth at the Ford’s Theatre
in Washington.

The Assassination of President Lincoln.
Jules Verne would recall, Abraham Lincoln’s assassination in his Birkenhead based novel
The Mysterious Island (1874).

So passed the 30th of March 1865. They would scarcely know that two weeks and a day later,
a horrible crime would be committed in Washington and that, on Good Friday, Abraham
Lincoln would be murdered by a fanatic.
The assassination of Abraham Lincoln will also be
referred to in our fifth novel.
Abraham Lincoln today is seen as America’s greatest
ever president, he is immortalised at the Lincoln
Memorial in Washington D.C. and upon Mount
Rushmore. Jules Verne would make his own tributes
in literature to Abraham Lincoln.

The Lincoln Memorial, Washington D.C.

In Jules Verne’s 20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea (1869), it would be the United States war
ship the Abraham Lincoln under the
formidable Captain Farragut that would track
down Captain Nemo’s Nautilus.

The Abraham Lincoln from Jules Verne’s
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1869).

Abraham Lincoln’s legacy in Jules
Verne’s sequel novel The Mysterious
Island (1874) would be to give his
name to the whole of ‘Lincoln Island’
an island set in Birkenhead – a town
that the Government of Abraham
Lincoln once plotted to blow up.
A town that would now embody in
miniature the unified America that
Abraham Lincoln had strived for in
real life.
Jules Verne would go one step
further, and in a final tribute to
Abraham Lincoln, he would hide a
map of Mysterious Island ‘in plain
sight’ in Central Birkenhead for 150
years.
L
Lincoln Island.

The soul of Captain Nemo, like that of Abraham Lincoln, would be that of an abolitionist, an
emancipator, and an orator. Jules Verne would relish placing Abraham Lincoln’s portrait
aboard the Birkenhead built Nautilus as this one image would do so much to fire the
abolitionist heart of Captain Nemo.
As our adventure takes several humorous twists and turns
then it slowly becomes more apparent that there is one man
for whom Jules Verne seems to have posthumously written
this whole story for – a man who was famous for …
… his self-deprecating wit…
…his love of bad taste jokes…
… and his love of tall stories…
…that man is Abraham Lincoln.
Old Abe’s Jokes.

It is a sign of a great democracy that its leadership can be lampooned with relative impunity,
and it is the sign of a great President that he can occasionally join in the fun and be judged no
lesser for it – Abraham Lincoln was such a President.

Lincoln’s irrepressible sense of humor was so central to his being, so frequently deployed in
private exchanges and public settings, and so much a subject of comment by others that it
naturally prompts the question, what was the purpose?

What do Lincoln’s compulsive joking and storytelling, his delight
in the company of other raconteurs, and his immersion in the
humorous writings of others reveal about the man himself and the
succor he took from laughter?...
…Lincoln’s appetite for humor and his notorious vulnerability to
depression were two sides of the same coin: laughter was a
therapeutic anecdote to the grievous low spirits to which he was
prone. It was equally evident that in laughter the wartime
president secured temporary respite from the rigors of national
command.

Lincoln’s Sense of Humor. Richard Carwadine (2019).

"If I were two-faced, would I be wearing this one?"

Abraham Lincoln (1809-65)

Abraham Lincoln was probably not aware of any of the writings of Jules Verne and yet they
seem to have been tailored for his approval. In many ways, Jules Verne’s satirical writings in
both Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869) and the Mysterious Island (1874) can
be taken as an extension of the political cartoons of the day.

This source of political imagery has a rich heritage stretching back over 300 years and it is
rare to find any modern history book that does not include at least one contemporary
newspaper cartoon.
Many of these images, like the writings of Jules Verne were extremely complex in their
intended message but ultimately there was a clear view of what that message was about. In
the newspapers of the day Abraham Lincoln would be portrayed as….

A tight-rope walker…

… a racoon…

…a court jester…
walker…

… a phoenix…

…a serial joker…
walker…

… a woman.

Such political satire will not be lost on the author Jules Verne, and as an ex-director of the
Theatre-Lyrique in Paris, his Birkenhead ‘band of players’ will also play women, animals and
inanimate objects. As we have already seen, the versatile Abraham Lincoln has already
played a warship, a whole desert island and he is of course an integral part of the soul of
Captain Nemo.

It is also the sign of a great President that the words of Abraham Lincoln can go a long way
to explain where the rest of Jules Verne’s adventure story may be taking us. So here are a few
clues from the mouth of Abraham Lincoln himself.

Those who look for the bad in people will surely find it.

Whenever I hear anyone arguing for slavery, I feel a strong impulse to see it tried on him
personally.

Those who deny freedom to others, deserve it not for themselves

America will never be destroyed from the outside. If we falter and lose our freedoms, it will
be because we destroyed ourselves.

Do I not destroy my enemies when I make them my friends?

I have always found that mercy bears richer fruits than strict justice.

All I have learned, I learned from books.

It's not me who can't keep a secret. It's the people I tell that can't.

It has been my experience that folks who have no vices have very few virtues.

In this sad world of ours, sorrow comes to all; and, to the young, it comes with bitterest
agony, because it takes them unawares. The older have learned to ever expect it. I am
anxious to afford some alleviation of your present distress. Perfect relief is not possible,
except with time. You can not now realize that you will ever feel better. Is not this so? And yet
it is a mistake. You are sure to be happy again. To know this, which is certainly true, will
make you some less miserable now. I have had experience enough to know what I say; and
you need only to believe it, to feel better at once.

You cannot help people permanently by doing for them, what they could and should do for
themselves

I am a firm believer in the people. If given the truth, they can be depended upon to meet any
national crisis. The great point is to bring them the real facts, and beer.

A house divided against itself cannot stand." I believe this government cannot endure,
permanently half slave and half free. I do not expect the Union to be dissolved — I do not
expect the house to fall — but I do expect it will cease to be divided. It will become all one
thing or all the other.

I am not concerned that you have fallen - I am concerned that you arise.

Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, a new nation,
conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.

As a nation, we began by declaring that 'all men are created equal.' We now practically read
it 'all men are created equal, except negroes.' When the Know-Nothings get control, it will
read 'all men are created equal, except negroes, and foreigners, and Catholics.' When it
comes to this I should prefer emigrating to some country where they make no pretense of
loving liberty – to Russia, for instance, where despotism can be taken pure, and without the
base alloy of hypocrisy.

Achievement has no color.

If there is anything that links the human to the divine, it is the courage to stand by a principle
when everybody else rejects it.

With malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right as God gives us to
see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in, to bind up the nation's wounds, to
care for him who shall have borne the battle and for his widow and his orphan, to do all
which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace among ourselves and with all
nations.

A capacity, and taste, for reading, gives access to whatever has already been discovered by
others. It is the key, or one of the keys, to the already solved problems. And not only so. It
gives a relish, and facility, for successfully pursuing the [yet] unsolved ones.

Writing, the art of communicating thoughts to the mind through the eye, is the great invention
of the world...enabling us to converse with the dead, the absent, and the unborn, at all
distances of time and space.

I know there is a God, and that He hates injustice and slavery. I see the storm coming, and I
know that his hand is in it. If He has a place and work for me - and I think He has - I believe I
am ready.
In great contests each party claims to act in accordance with the will of God. Both may be,
and one must be wrong. God cannot be for, and against the same thing at the same time.

Gentlemen, why do you not laugh? With the fearful strain that is upon me day and night, if I
did not laugh, I should die.

Never do anything for anyone who can just as well do it themself
Truth is generally the best vindication against slander

this too shall pass

“A nation that does not honor its heroes will not long endure.

To believe in the things you can see and touch is no belief at all - but to believe in the unseen
is a triumph and a blessing.

“We are not enemies, but friends. We must not be enemies. Though passion may have
strained it must not break our bonds of affection. The mystic chords of memory, stretching
from every battlefield and patriot grave to every living heart and hearthstone all over this
broad land, will yet swell the chorus of the Union, when again touched, as surely they will be,
by the better angels of our nature.”

“Executive Mansion,
Washington, Nov. 21, 1864.
Dear Madam,-I have been shown in the files of the War Department a statement of the Adjutant General of
Massachusetts that you are the mother of five sons who have died gloriously on the field of
battle.
I feel how weak and fruitless must be any word of mine which should attempt to beguile you
from the grief of a loss so overwhelming. But I cannot refrain from tendering you the
consolation that may be found in the thanks of the Republic they died to save.
I pray that our Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish of your bereavement, and leave
you only the cherished memory of the loved and lost, and the solemn pride that must be yours
to have laid so costly a sacrifice upon the altar of freedom.
Yours, very sincerely and respectfully,
A. Lincoln

Teach him the secret of quite laughter. Let him learn early that the bullies are the easiest to
tick.

Laughter can be used to sooth the mind and get rid of those awful thoughts.

Any people anywhere, being inclined and having the power, have the right to rise up, and
shake off the existing government, and form a new one that suits them better. This is a most
valuable - a most sacred right - a right, which we hope and believe, is to liberate the world.

I went to my room one day and locked the door and got down upon my knees before Almighty
God and prayed to Him mightily for victory at Gettysburg. I told Him that this war was His,
and our cause His cause, that we could not stand another Fredericksburg or
Chancellorsville. Then and there I made a solemn vow to Almighty God that if He would
stand by our boys at Gettysburg, I would stand by Him, and He did stand by you boys, and I
will stand by him. And after that, I don't know how it was, and I cannot explain it, soon a
sweet comfort crept into my soul. The feeling came that God had taken the whole business
into His own hands, and things would go right at Gettysburg, and that was why I had no
fears about you.

If we take habitual drunkards as a class, their heads and hearts will bear an advantageous
comparison with those of any other class.

So you're the little woman who wrote the book that made this great war!

My dream is of a place and a time where America will once again be seen as the last best
hope of earth.

The only way to predict the future is to create it.

I am a patient man, always willing to forgive on the Christian terms of repentance; and also
to give ample time for repentance.”

You can fool all the people some of the time and some of the people all the time, but you
cannot fool all the people all the time.

Captain Nemo would follow the example set by Abraham Lincoln.

He learned from them the tremendous conflict of America
with America itself, for the abolition of slavery. Yes, these
men were worthy to reconcile Captain Nemo with that
humanity they represented so nobly in the island.
Jules Verne Mysterious Island (1874) - Captain Nemo

Gideon Spilett and Neb Mysterious Island (1874)

The Souls of Captain Nemo.
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Abraham Lincoln
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The Souls of Captain Nemo.
William Seward (1801-72).

-SECRETARY OF STATE TO ABRAHAM LINCOLN-RADICAL ABOLITIONIST-MEMBER OF THE ‘UNDERGROUND RAILROAD’ HELPING FUGITIVE SLAVES-NEGOTIATED THE PURCHASE OF ALASKA FROM RUSSIA IN 1867- RUMOURED TO BE A CHRONIC ALCOHOLIC-A MAJOR PLAYER IN OUR FIFTH NOVEL-

At that moment my attention was caught by a few etchings on the walls that I had not noticed
on my first visit. They were portraits of those great men of history whose lives were entirely
devoted to a great human idea; Kosciusko, the hero who fell with the cry Finis Poloniae,
Bozzaris, the Leoidas of modern Greece, O’Connell, the defender of Ireland, Washington the
founder of the American Union, Manin, the Italian patriot, Lincoln, who fell shot by a
supporter of slavery, and finally John Brown, that martyr to the freeing of the black race,
hanging from the gallows and so terribly drawn by Victor Hugo.
What link existed between these heroic souls and the soul of Captain Nemo?
Jules Verne Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869)
William Seward (1801-72) was a dedicated abolitionist and
had opened his Auburn, New York home in the 1850s as a
safehouse on the ‘Underground Railroad’, – a route used by
fugitive slaves to escape to free Canada.
Seward gave financial support to Frederick Douglass’s
abolitionist newspaper and was a friend of Harriet Tubman.
Having failed in his 1860 bid for the Republican presidential
nomination, Seward was appointed Secretary of State in
Abraham Lincoln's cabinet.
William Seward (1801-72).
Although the appointment of an abolitionist to Abraham Lincoln’s cabinet may have
antagonised the south, Seward initially worked with both sides to try to preserve the Union.
When this failed, Seward turned his attention to making sure that foreign powers, especially
Britain and France did not interfere in the conflict. He would eventually become Abraham
Lincoln's closest adviser.

Tall and gaunt, Seward would later negotiate the
purchase of Alaska from the Russian Empire, initially
seen as ‘Seward’s Folly’ it would prove to be the most
lucrative of his territorial purchases.

Seward’s Appointment to Lincoln’s Cabinet (1860).

Seward’s biographer Walter Stahr writes that he was ‘a
familiar figure around Washington, invariably dishevelled,
in an old jacket and trousers that hung limply on his
narrow frame’, Seward also had a reputation for hard
drinking.
According to Dorothy Wickenden (2012), in September
1861, Abraham Lincoln was warned about Seward’s
drinking and smoking, a charge that Lincoln simply waved
aside.
‘Good-bye Billy’ – William Seward’s retirement (1869).

Seward was a personal friend of George Francis Train, the entrepreneur who brought
Europe’s first tram system to Birkenhead. Train was also the first man to travel around the
World in 80 days and had toured Paris with Seward in the 1850’s. Train in his autobiography
gives a fascinating insight into the relationship between Seward and Lincoln.
I had intended, immediately upon reaching a Southern port, to go
direct to Richmond and see if anything could be done to end the
war. As I may not have occasion again to refer to this plan,
which I had had in mind for some time, I shall speak of it here. I
had arranged with the President and with Mr. Seward to go to
Richmond to see what could be done.
Stanton heard of our plans, and sent Montgomery Blair to
negotiate with the Southern leaders, with what result is too well
known.
My life in Many States and Foreign Lands.
George Francis Train (1902).
George Francis Train (1829-1904)

Later in Washington, George Francis Train did indeed meet with Abraham Lincoln.
I was in Washington after this debate, which occurred in September, '62, and was warmly
received by the President and members of his cabinet. I had heard very much, of course,
about the freedom of speech of Mr. Lincoln, and was not, therefore, astonished to hear him
relate several characteristic anecdotes…. Mr. Seward invited me to a dinner at his residence.
My life in Many States and Foreign Lands. George Francis Train (1902).

Train’s opinion of both Lincoln and Seward is echoed by Dorothy Wickenden.
Both loved humor, and however trite the theme, Lincoln always found some quaint
illustration from his western life, and Seward some case in point, from his long public career,
to give it new light…. Seward, like Lincoln, was a practiced raconteur.
Dorothy Wickenden The New Yorker October 2012.

The evidence for William Seward appearing as an ‘actor’ in Jules Verne’s travelling ‘band of
players’ is both compelling and dramatic, he will be exposed as a major player in our fifth
novel but only after serving his ‘acting apprenticeship’ as part of the soul of Captain Nemo.

Jules Verne will use a simple unique ‘code’ of three names that will identify William Seward
as part of the soul of Captain Nemo, the three names are…
Kosciusko
Bozzaris
O’Connell
By entering these three names into a
Google Search engine, the first search
result takes you to a speech by William
Seward and the second search result
takes you directly to the novel Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.
The first two of 1,380 Results.

William Seward was both a scholar of Irish History and a great supporter of an independent
Ireland - the death in 1847 of the Irish abolitionist, Dingle Group Member and ‘Liberator’
Daniel O’Connell affected Seward greatly.

William Seward gave a eulogy to Daniel O’Connell in a memorial speech to a ‘vast audience’
of O’Connell mourners at Castle Garden, New York on Sept.22, 1847.
The speech was widely distributed in newspapers
and appeared in full in the Boston Pilot on 2nd
October 1847.

Boston Pilot on 2nd October 1847.
Within the speech can be found this passage…

…be he Kosciusko, or Bozzaris, or La
Fayette, or O’Connell…

… Kosciusko Bozzaris and O’Connell,

Regarding our own adventure… as much as William Seward loved Daniel O’Connell, he
loathed Raphael Semmes of the Birkenhead built ‘pirate ship’ the CSS Alabama.
At the time of which I am writing, they called one Wm. H.
Seward, master, and they had taken Billy’s measure to a
fraction. They knew his tastes, and pandered to them,
accordingly. His circular letters had admonished them,
that, in their intercourse with foreign nations, they must
speak of our great civil war, as a mere rebellion, that
would be suppressed, in from sixty, to ninety days; insist
that we were not entitled to belligerent rights, and call
our cruisers, “corsairs,” or “pirates.”
Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the
States. Raphael Semmes (1869).
Raphael Semmes and William Seward will meet again at the start of our fifth novel.

The Souls of Captain Nemo.
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The Souls of Captain Nemo.
Daniel O’Connell (1775-1847)

–19th CENTURY POLITICAL LEADER OF IRISH CATHOLICS–
–THE LIBERATOR –
–SECURER OF CATHOLIC EMANCIPATION IN 1829–
–BROUGHT TO ABOLITIONISM BY JAMES CROPPER OF DINGLE LIVERPOOL–
–SUCCESSOR TO WILLIAM WILBERFORCE–
– MOST MESMERIC ABOLITIONIST ORATOR OF HIS GENERATION –
–ORGANISER OF A ‘CRUSADE’AGAINST SLAVERY –
–LAY IN REPOSE AT HIS ‘SEA CHAPEL’ IN BIRKENHEAD–

At that moment my attention was caught by a few etchings on the walls that I had not noticed
on my first visit. They were portraits of those great men of history whose lives were entirely
devoted to a great human idea; Kosciusko, the hero who fell with the cry Finis Poloniae,
Bozzaris, the Leoidas of modern Greece, O’Connell, the defender of Ireland, Washington
the founder of the American Union, Manin, the Italian patriot, Lincoln, who fell shot by a
supporter of slavery, and finally John Brown, that martyr to the freeing of the black race,
hanging from the gallows and so terribly drawn by Victor Hugo.
What link existed between these heroic souls and the soul of Captain Nemo?
Jules Verne Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869)

The inclusion of Daniel O’Connell’s portrait in the Birkenhead
built Nautilus, goes beyond the Irish Nationalist wishing for
Catholic Emancipation. For Daniel O’Connell, above all others,
was the most mesmeric abolitionist speaker of his generation.

Daniel O’Connell (1775-1847)

O’Connell’s involvement in anti-slavery had started in 1824 when the radical abolitionist
James Cropper of Liverpool (the father of John Cropper) travelled to Ireland and sought a
meeting with O’Connell.

Despite practicing as a successful lawyer and being preoccupied with Catholic emancipation,
O’Connell immediately embraced the cause of anti-slavery. Only a few months after meeting
Liverpool’s James Cropper, O’Connell, as a member of ‘The Dingle Group’ of abolitionists
had become the natural successor to the now increasingly frail William Wilberforce.

The black American abolitionist, Charles Lenox Remond said that it was only on hearing
O’Connell speak at the first Anti-Slavery Convention in London in 1840 (also attended by
John Cropper and William Wilson) that he realised what being an abolitionist really meant in
Britain.

"every fibre of my heart contracted, when I
listened to the scorching rebukes of the
fearless O’Connell".

International Slavery Conference, London
1840.

The International Slavery Conference confirmed O’Connell as the most influential
abolitionist in the world. The American William Lloyd Garrison describing O’Connell as

“the most wonderful of the statesmen and orators of the age.”

On September 29th 1845, Daniel O’Connell gave a speech at Conciliation Hall, Dublin, he
railed against the evils of slavery;
I have been assailed for attacking the American institution, as it is called, — Negro slavery. I
am not ashamed of that attack. I do not shrink from it. I am the advocate of civil and religious
liberty, all over the globe, and wherever tyranny exists, I am the foe of the tyrant; wherever
oppression shows itself, I am the foe of the oppressor; wherever slavery rears its head, I am
the enemy of the system, or the institution, call it by what name you will.

This short section of O’Connell’s speech is echoed by Captain Nemo..

Do you think I am unaware there are suffering beings and oppressed races on this planet,
wretches to be helped and victims to be avenged? Don’t you understand…?
…..‘I am the law, I am the justice!’ he said. ‘I am the oppressed, and they are the
oppressor!...
…‘But you are inflicting slavery on us!’
‘give it whatever name you wish.’….
Jules Verne Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1870) - Captain Nemo
In May 1847 Daniel O’Connell went on a pilgrimage to Rome, sadly he never reached his
destination, dying in Genoa, Italy on the 15th May 1847, arrangements were made to bring
him back home to Ireland - on his own instructions, O’Connell’s heart was interred in Rome.

On the 26th July, 1847, Daniel O’Connell’s
body arrived in Birkenhead. O’Connell’s train
used the newly opened rail cutting called the
‘Sough’ to take his coffin directly to Birkenhead
docks and the waiting Dublin steamer Duchess
of Kent.
The Sough had been opened in April 1847 on
the same day as the opening of the Birkenhead
Docks and Birkenhead Park. The importance of
the Sough is recognised by Jules Verne as Creek
Glycerine in Mysterious Island.
The Sough

As the steamer Duchess of Kent lay in Birkenhead Docks, its quarter-deck was converted into
a ‘sea chapel’ formed from a large black waterproof canopy under the direction of Mr Mullen
of Liverpool.

Daniel O’Connell’s coffin was covered with a pall still in the
possession of the Benedictines at St. Mary’s Church, this must
refer to either St Mary’s Church at the Benedictine Priory of
Birkenhead or St Mary’s Cathedral in Dublin.
St Mary’s Church and the Benedictine ruins of Birkenhead
Priory.

The Illustrated London News gave a full and vivid account of the ‘Sea Chapel’ at
Birkenhead.
The Sea Chapel erected on the quarter deck of the Duchess of Kent, under the direction of Mr
Mullen of Liverpool. It occupies a space of about ten foot square, its height was nine foot, the
roof tapering to the centre. Over a strong waterproof covering on the roof and sides was
spread a cover draped at the sides with regular festoons looped with rich tassels.
Within this was fashioned the side drapery of the black cashmere which fell around in
graceful folds tastefully topped at various points with rosettes.
Facing the stern was the entrance to the chapel, immediately opposite which, at the other
end, was affixed a large cross in white satinet.

Except the cross, the interior of the structure bore no
device. Each of the four exterior angles was surmounted
by a rich sable plume and over the entrance was placed a
small square flag, permanently extended on which was a
red cross. The floor of the chapel was covered with a rich
carpet of black and crimson.

The exterior of the ‘Sea Chapel’ at Birkenhead.

Thousands of Birkenhead and Liverpool citizens
were allowed in relays to board the Duchess of
Kent steamer and kneel for a few moments before
the remains of the Liberator.
At 3.0’clock in the morning of the 27th July, the
Duchess of Kent left Birkenhead for Dublin.

The interior of the Birkenhead built Sea
Chapel on the Duchess of Kent (at Dublin).

Jules Verne was probably all too aware that the ‘Sea Chapel’ of Daniel O’Connell ‘The
Liberator’ was built in Birkenhead – less than a mile away from the birthplace of Captain
Nemo’s Nautilus. Jules Verne would ask of Captain Nemo.
Was he a champion of downtrodden peoples, a liberator of enslaved races?
J

Jules Verne of Captain Nemo. Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1870)
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‘The Black O’Connell’

The Souls of Captain Nemo.
Frederick Douglass (1818-95)
–THE ‘BLACK O’CONNELL’–
–FREED SLAVE –
–AUTHOR OF ‘LIFE OF AN AMERICAN SLAVE’ –
–SOCIAL REFORMER –
–ABOLITIONIST AND ADVISOR TO ABRAHAM LINCOLN–
–POLITICIAN AND ORATOR –
–THE MOST INFLUENTIAL AFRICAN AMERICAN OF THE 19th CENTURY –
–THE MOST PHOTOGRAPHED AMERICAN OF THE 19th CENTURY–
–INSPIRED THE NOVELISTS ELIZABETH GASKELL AND VICTOR HUGO–
–FRIEND OF DANIEL O’CONNELL –
– GIVEN THE RIGHT TO SPEAK BY THE FISTS OF CAPTAIN CHARLES JUDKIN
OF THE ROYAL MERSEY YACHT CLUB OF TRANMERE, BIRKENHEAD–

O

In August 1845 the fugitive slave Frederick Douglass
set sail from Boston Docks on the Cunard steamer
Cambria bound for Liverpool, it was to be the start of an
eighteen-month lecture tour of the British Isles on the
evils of slavery.

Frederick Douglass (1818-95)

Towards the end of the voyage Douglass was invited by
the Captain Charles Judkins, later of the Royal Mersey
Yacht Club at Tranmere, Birkenhead, to give an antislavery speech on board the ship.
Charles Judkins (1811-76). First Commodore of the
Cunard Line.

Douglass himself explained what happened next in the Cork Examiner on 25th September
1845.
I took passage at Boston. or rather my friend Mr. Buffum, the gentleman who lived in the
same town with me, went to Boston from Lynn to learn if I could have a cabin passage on
board the vessel. He was answered that I could not, that it would give offence to the majority
of the American passengers. Well, I was compelled to take a steerage passage, good enough
for me. I suffered no inconvenience from the place—I kept myself in the forecastle cabin, and
walked about on the forward deck. Walking about there from day to day my presence soon
excited the interest of the persons on the quarter deck, and my character and situation were
made known to several gentlemen of distinction on board, some of whom became interested
in me.
In four or five days I was very well known to the passengers, and there was quite a curiosity
to hear me speak on the subject of slavery—I did not feel at liberty to go on the quarter
deck—the Captain at last invited me to address the passengers on slavery. I consented—
commenced—but soon observed a determination on the part of some half a dozen to prevent
my speaking, who I found were slave owners. I had not uttered more than a sentence before
up started a man from Connecticut, and said "that's a lie." I proceeded without taking notice
of him, then shaking his fist he said, again—that's a lie. Some said I should not speak, others
that I should—I wanted to inform the English, Scotch and Irish on board on Slavery—I told
them blacks were not considered human beings in America. Up started a slave-owner from
Cuba. "Oh," said he, "I wish I had you in Cuba." Well, said I, ladies and gentlemen, since
what I have said has been pronounced lies, I will read not what I have written but what the
southern legislators themselves have written—I mean the law. I proceeded to read—this
raised a general clamour, for they did not wish the laws exposed." They hated facts, they
knew that the people of these countries who were on the deck would draw their own
references from them.
Here a general hurry ensued—"Down with the n……..r*," said one—"he shan't speak" said
another. I sat with my arms folded, feeling no way anxious for my fate. I never saw a more
barefaced attempt to put down the freedom of speech than upon this occasion. Now came the
Captain—he was met by one of the other party, who put out his fist at him—the Captain
knocked him down—instead of his bowie, the fallen man drew out his card crying "I'll meet
you at Liverpool." Well, said the Captain, "and I'll meet you." The Captain restored order,
and proceeded to speak. "I have done all I could from the commencement of the voyage to
make the voyage agreeable to all. We have had a little of everything on board. We have had
all sorts of discussions, religious, moral and political, we have had singing and dancing,
everything that we could have, except an anti-slavery speech, and since there was a number
of ladies and gentlemen interested in Mr. Douglass, I requested him to speak. Now, those
who are not desirous to hear him, let them go to another part of the vessel. Gentlemen," he
said, "you have behaved derogatory to the character of gentlemen and Christians. Mr.
Douglass," said he, "go on, pitch into them like bricks!" (Laughter.) However, the excitement
was such that I was not allowed to go on. The agitation however did not cease, for the
question was discussed, to the moment we landed at Liverpool. The Captain threatened the
disturbers with putting them in irons if they did not become quiet—these men disliked the
irons—were quieted by the threat; yet this infamous class have put the irons on the black.
(Mr. Douglass showed the slave-irons to the meeting.)
*Douglass used the full word.
Frederick Douglass – The Cork Examiner 25th September 1845

The Cambria docked in Liverpool on August 28th, 1845, and soon afterwards reports of the
incident began to appear in the British newspapers, followed by widespread coverage in the
American press and William Lloyd Garrison’s abolitionist newspaper Liberator.
British abolitionists were outraged at the treatment that Douglass had received aboard the SS
Cambria, Frederick Douglass himself was more pragmatic and he wrote in My Bondage and
My Freedom (1855) that this incident of the voyage… brought me at once before the British
public.
Over the next twenty-one months, Douglass referred to the Cambria incident many times on
his lecture tour as a key moment in his evolving life story and emphasizing the support shown
by the British Captain and British passengers aboard the ship. Douglass spent just two nights
in Liverpool before heading to Dublin, there he would experience another life changing
moment – he would meet the Irish abolitionist and Dingle Group member Daniel O’Connell.

Daniel O’Connell’s oration at the Conciliation Hall, Dublin
on 29th September 1845 had far greater significance than his
becoming a simple speech writer for Captain Nemo.

Daniel O’Connell (1775-1847)

For unbeknown to Daniel O’Connell, just prior
to the commencement of his address, Frederick
Douglass had entered the back of Conciliation
Hall and he made his presence known to
O’Connell shortly afterwards.

Conciliation Hall, Dublin.

Frederick Douglass would write at length to the abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison about
the profound effect that Daniel O’Connell’s oratory had upon him.

Dublin, (Ire) 29 September 1845.
MY DEAR FRIEND GARRISON:
I promised, on leaving America, to keep you informed of my proceedings whilst I remained
abroad. I sometimes fear I shall be compelled to break my promise, if by keeping it is meant
writing letters to you fit for publication.
You know one of my objects in coming here was to get a little repose, that I might return
home refreshed and strengthened, ready and able to join you vigorously in the prosecution of
our holy cause. But, really, if the labour of the last two weeks be a sample of what awaits me,
I have sought repose in the wrong place. I have work enough here, on the spot to occupy
every inch of my time, and every particle of my strength, were I to stay in this city a whole six
months. The cause of temperance alone would afford work enough to occupy every inch of my
time. I have invitation after invitation to address temperance meetings, which I am compelled
to decline. How different here, from my treatment at home! In this country, I am welcomed to
the temperance platform, side by side with white speakers, and I am received as kindly and as
warmly as though my skin were white.
I have just returned from a great Repeal meeting held at Conciliation Hall. It was a very
large meeting – much larger than usual, I was told, on account of the presence of Mr.
O’Connell, who had just returned from his residence at Derrynane, where he had been
spending the summer, recruiting for an energetic agitation of repeal during the present
autumn. On approaching the door, or gateway leading to the Hall, and observing the
denseness of the crowd, I almost despaired of getting in, but, having by the kindness of James
Haughton, Esq. obtained a note of introduction to the Secretary of the Repeal Association,
and being encouraged to persevere by the evident disposition of the friendly crowd to let me
pass, - many of whom seemed to be holding their breath, and thus contracting their
dimensions, to allow me passage way, - I pressed forward, and with much difficulty
succeeded in reaching the interior.

The meeting had been in progress for sometime before I got in. When I entered, one after
another was announcing the Repeal rent for the week. The audience appeared to be in deep
sympathy with the Repeal movement, and the announcement of every single contribution was
followed by a hearty round of applause, and sometimes a vote of thanks was taken for the
donors. At the close of business, Mr. O’Connell rose and delivered a speech of about an hour
and a quarter long. It was a great speech, skilfully delivered, powerful in its logic, majestic in
its rhetoric, biting in its sarcasm, melting in its pathos, and burning in its rebukes.
Upon the subject of slavery in general and American slavery in particular, Mr. O’Connell
grew warm and energetic, defending his course, on the subject. He said with an earnestness
which I shall never forget,
‘I have been assailed for attacking the American institution, as it is called, — Negro
slavery. I am not ashamed of that attack. I do not shrink from it. I am the advocate of civil
and religious liberty, all over the globe, and wherever tyranny exists, I am the foe of the
tyrant; wherever oppression shows itself, I am the foe of the oppressor; wherever slavery

rears its head, I am the enemy of the system, or the institution, call it by what name you
will. I am the friend of liberty in every clime, class and color. My sympathy with distress is
not confined within the narrow bounds of my own green island. No – it extends itself to every
corner of the earth. My heart walks abroad, and wherever the miserable are to be succored,
or the slave to be set free, there my spirit is at home, and I delight to dwell.’
Mr. O’Connell was in his happiest mood while delivering this speech. The fire of freedom
was burning in his mighty heart. He had to but open his mouth, to put us in possession of
‘thoughts that breathe, and words that burn’.
I have heard many speakers within the last four years—speakers of the first order; but I
confess, I have never heard one, by whom I was more completely captivated than by Mr.
O’Connell. I used to wonder how such monster meetings as those of Repeal could be held
peaceably. It is now no matter of astonishment at all. It seems to me that the voice of
O’Connell is enough to calm the most violent passion, even though it were already
manifesting itself in a mob. There is a sweet persuasiveness in it, beyond any voice I have
heard. His power over an audience is perfect.
When he had taken to his seat, a number withdrew from the Hall, and, taking advantage of
the space left vacant thereby, I got quite near the platform, for no higher object than that of
obtaining a favourable view of the Liberator. But almost as soon as I did so, friend Buffum
had by some means (I know not what) obtained an introduction to Mr. John O’Connell, son
of Daniel O’Connell, and nothing would do but I must be introduced also – an honor for
which I was quite unprepared, and one from which I naturally shrunk. But Buffum; in real
Yankee style, had resolved (to use a Yankee term) to ‘put me through’ at all hazards. On
being introduced to Mr. O’Connell, an opportunity was afforded me to speak; and although I
scarce knew what to say, I managed to say something, which was quite well received.
The Hutchinson family have been here a week or more, and have attended two of my lectures
on slavery; and here; at home, did much by their soul-stirring songs to render the meetings
interesting.
My narrative is just published, and I have sold one hundred copies in this city. Our work goes
on nobly. James and myself leave here for Wexford on Monday next. We shall probably hold
two meetings there, and from thence go to Waterford, and then to Cork, where we shall spend
a week or ten days. I have also engagements in Belfast, which will detain me in Ireland all of
one month longer.
Much love to my anti-slavery friends.
Ever one with you, through good and evil report.
FREDERICK DOUGLASS

Frederick Douglass’s word for word quotation of Daniel O’Connell’s speech in a public letter
to William Lloyd Garrison would become the words of both Captain Nemo and Dr Arronax
in 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.

Do you think I am unaware there are suffering beings and oppressed races on this planet,
wretches to be helped and victims to be avenged? Don’t you understand…?
…..‘I am the law, I am the justice!’ he said. ‘I am the oppressed, and they are the
oppressor!...
…‘But you are inflicting slavery on us!’
‘give it whatever name you wish.’….
Jules Verne Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1870) - Captain Nemo
Captain Nemo pays homage to Daniel O’Connell’s
Conciliation Hall speech in 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea a speech witnessed by Frederick Douglass who O’Connell
then introduced to the vast crowd as The Black O’Connell of
the United States.
The souls of Captain Nemo are thus partly moulded from
both the ‘black’ and the ‘white’ O’Connells.

‘The Black O’Connell’

Douglass was himself a mesmeric speaker and according to Christine Kinealy (2010).
Frederick Douglass, 27 years old, a self-educated escaped slave, and 70-year-old Daniel
O’Connell, Liberator of Irish Catholics and scourge of British politicians, were unlikely bedfellows. Together, however, their repeated and passionate attacks on the institution of slavery
transformed the struggle for abolition into a transatlantic crusade for social justice.
Christine Kinealy (2010)

Frederick Douglass quotes O’Connell’s speech in a letter to the abolitionist William Lloyd
Garrison – a letter subsequently printed in the Garrison’s abolitionist newspaper Liberator (a
newspaper named in honour of O’Connell) on 24th October 1845 and therefore easily
obtainable by Jules Verne.
Verne would therefore ensure that all three of O’Connell, Douglass and Garrison can lay
claim to be part of the soul of Captain Nemo.
Captain Nemo’s soul is a metaphor for America in the Civil War or as Jules Verne puts it in
Mysterious Island - the conflict of America with America itself for the abolition of slavery and
so it is hardly surprising that Verne includes the three most important abolitionists of the midnineteenth century as part of our story.

In 1833 slavery was abolished throughout the British Empire, and the British abolitionist
movement then turned its attention to the still active slave states within the United States –
Frederick Douglass would be seen as an orator even more valuable in Britain than he was in
his home country.
On 5th December 1846 the Newcastle abolitionists
Anna and Ellen Richardson paid £150 (about £19,000
today) to purchase Frederick Douglass his freedom
from the Maryland slave owner Hugh Auld.

Frederick Douglass Plaque, Newcastle Upon Tyne.
Douglass of course maintained, that while still a young slave it was the Irish ‘Liberator’
Daniel O’Connell who had always given him hope.
I cannot proceed without alluding to a man who did much to abolish slavery, I mean
Daniel O’Connell. I feel grateful to him, for his voice has made American slavery shake to
its centre.
I am determined wherever I go, and whatever position I may fill, to speak with grateful
emotions of Mr. O’Connell’s labours. I heard his denunciation of slavery, I heard my
master curse him, and therefore I loved him. In London, Mr. O’Connell tore off the mask
of hypocrisy from the slave-holders, and branded them as the vilest of the vile, and the
most execrable of the execrable, for no man can put words together stronger than Mr.
O’Connell.
Frederick Douglass
After an extremely successful eighteen-month tour of the British Isles, Frederick Douglass
was yet again to embark on the SS Cambria bound this time for Boston, and once again
Charles Judkins of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead was to be the
captain on board.
In 1845 Douglass had first come to Liverpool as a little-known fugitive slave, eighteen
months later he was now an internationally known orator and writer. Mindful of past events,
Charles Judkins accompanied Frederick Douglass to the Cunard offices in Liverpool and
negotiated a plush cabin and first-class ticket for Frederick Douglass who agreed to dine
alone and avoid mixing with fellow passengers.

Upon boarding the Cambria Frederick Douglass found that
his cabin had been given to another passenger. The decision
was apparently made by Charles MacIver, co-founder of the
Cunard Line in Liverpool.
MacIver’s son David was later the Commodore of the Royal
Mersey Yacht club at Tranmere Birkenhead.

Charles MacIver (1812-85)

Douglass wrote to the Times of
London about the incident, both
Douglass’s own words and the
newspaper’s own reaction give a
fascinating insight into mid Victorian
attitudes to race and equality in Great
Britain.

The Cunard Steamer SS Cambria
Douglass wrote on 3rd April 1847;
Sir, – I take up my pen to lay before you a few facts respecting an unjust proscription by
which I find myself subjected on board the steamship Cambria, to sail from this port at 10
o’clock to-morrow morning for Boston, United States.
On the 4th of March last, in company with Mr. George Monbay, of the Hall of Commerce,
London, I called upon Mr. Ford, the London agent of the Cunard line of steamers, for the
purpose of securing a passage on board the steam ship Cambria to Boston, United States. On
inquiring the amount of the passage I was told 40l. 19s. I inquired further, if a second class
passage could be obtained. He answered no, there was but one fare, all distinctions having
been abolished. I then gave him 40l. 19s and received from him in return a ticket entitling me
to berth No. 72 on board the steam-ship Cambria, at the same time asking him if my colour
would prove any barrier to my enjoying all the rights and privileges enjoyed by other
passengers. He said, ‘No.’ I then left the office, supposing all well, and thought nothing more
of the matter until this morning, when in company with a few friends, agreeably to public
notice, I went on board the Cambria with my luggage, and on inquiring for my berth, found,
to my surprise and mortification, that it had been given to another passenger, and was told
that the agent in London had acted without authority in selling me the ticket. I expressed my
surprise and disappointment to the captain, and inquired what I had better do in the matter.
He suggested my accompanying him to the office of the agent in Water street, Liverpool, for
the purpose of ascertaining what could be done. On stating the fact of my having purchased
the ticket of the London agent, Mr. M’Iver (the Liverpool agent) answered that the London

agent, in selling me the ticket, had acted without authority, and that I should not go on board
the ship unless I agreed to take my meals alone, not to mix with the saloon company, and to
give up the berth for which I had paid. Being without legal remedy, and anxious to return to
the United States, I have felt it due to my own rights as a man, as well as to the honour and
dignity of the British public, to lay these facts before them, sincerely believing that the British
public will pronounce a just verdict on such proceedings. I have travelled in this country 19
months, and have always enjoyed equal rights and privileges with other passengers, and it
was not until I turned my face towards America that I met anything like proscription on
account of my colour.
Yours respectfully,
FREDERICK DOUGLASS
Brown’s Temperance Hotel, Liverpool, April 3

The London Times responded in its editorial of April 6th 1847.
The tyranny complained of in a letter signed “FREDERICK DOUGLASS”, which appeared
in our paper of Tuesday, ought not to be allowed to pass in this country without some public
expression of disapprobation and disgust at a proceeding wholly repugnant to our English
notions of justice and humanity. A highly respectable gentleman of colour, after visiting
England, being about to return to America, had taken and paid for a berth in the steam-ship
Cambria, when, on going on board with his luggage, he is informed that the accommodation
he had purchased for himself has been allotted to another passenger.
The plain fact of the matter appears to be, that Mr. DOUGLASS being a man of colour, was
not allowed to go out on an equal footing with the rest of the passengers on board the
Cambria. It signifies very little to us how contemptible the Americans may make themselves
by the prejudices they act upon in their own country, and it concerns, perhaps, none but
themselves, that they should present the anomaly of a nation talking largely of equality and
liberality while practically drawing one of the meanest and most senseless distinctions that it
is possible to conceive. The shame is theirs alone of giving the lie to their own boasted theory
of freedom both in action and opinion, by the habitual exercise of the most despotic restraint
over the former in the case of the coloured population, and the subjugation of the latter in
their own case to a most paltry prejudice.
We, however, are not in any way bound to tolerate the introduction into this country of any of
the degrading peculiarities of society in the United States, nor can we observe with calm
indifference any tendency to import among us prejudices utterly at variance with our feelings
and character. We therefore do not refrain from expressing our most intense disgust at the
conduct of the agents of the Cambria, in having succumbed to a miserable and unmeaning
assumption of skin-deep superiority by the American portion of their passengers.

Charles MacIver wrote to the Times to justify his decision, and
this created even more uproar. Finally, the founder of the
company Samuel Cunard (left) wrote a public apology to
Frederick Douglass and pledged that never again would a
Cunard ship discriminate anyone by the colour of their skin.

Samuel Cunard (1787-1865)

The ‘Second Cambria Incident’ was discussed in hundreds of newspapers around the British
Isles and inspired abolitionist songs and poems further promoting the cause of Frederick
Douglass. It may have also promoted a hidden slave narrative in the novels of both Elizabeth
Gaskell and Jules Verne.
Farewell to the land of the free!
Farewell to the land of the brave!
Alas! That my country should be
America, land of the slave!
Charles Judkins, Charles McIver, and the family of Samuel Cunard were all either members
or close associates of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club at Tranmere, Birkenhead. Inadvertently
they had all greatly furthered Douglass’s abolitionist cause in song, poetry and as we shall
see, in fiction on both sides of the Atlantic.

Frederick Douglass and his links with Charles Judkins and Birkenhead would only strike a
chord with an author who had studied Birkenhead’s history to a microscopic level. Jules
Verne was such an author.

Jules Verne would not be finished with Captain Charles
Judkins. Judkins eventually became the captain of the
Cunard flagship Scotia – the largest ship in the Cunard
fleet.
In fiction at least the Scotia would achieve immortality
in being the most celebrated vessel to be rammed by
Captain Nemo’s Nautilus at the start of the novel 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea.

The Engineers Visited the Scotia.
Jules Verne Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
(1869)

David McIver, Charles Judkins and their membership of the Royal Mersey Yacht
Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead (Wirral Archives Service).
Charles Judkins will have one last run in with Captain Nemo aboard the Scotia before our
story is over and, in addition, our fifth and final novel will start just yards away from
Judkins’s house at Egremont promenade, just south of New Brighton. As for the Scotia in
1873 she was converted into a cable layer … by Laird’s shipyard of Birkenhead.

One last commentator would give his thoughts on the relationship between Daniel O’Connell
and Frederick Douglass - ‘The Black O’Connell’.

“When we strove to blot out the stain of slavery and advance the rights of man, we found
common cause with your struggles against oppression. Frederick Douglass, an escaped slave
and our great abolitionist, forged an unlikely friendship right here in Dublin with your great
liberator, Daniel O’Connell. His time here, Frederick Douglass said, defined him not as a
color but as a man. And it strengthened the non-violent campaign he would return home to
wage.”
“For his part, Douglass drew inspiration from the Irishman’s courage and intelligence,
ultimately modelling his own struggle for justice on O’Connell’s belief that change could be
achieved peacefully through rule of law . . . the two men shared a universal desire for
freedom – one that cannot be contained by language or culture or even the span of an
ocean.”
P
President Barack Obama, 24th May 2011

The Liverpool abolitionist James Cropper,
who in 1823 had recruiting Daniel
O’Connell to the abolitionist cause, had
now seen the fruits of his labours receive
the ultimate accolade from America’s first
black president.

President Barack Obama at College
Green Dublin, 24th May 2011.
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William Lloyd Garrison
(1805-79)

-THE MOST INFLUENTIAL AMERICAN ABOLITIONIST OF THE 19TH CENTURY-FOUNDED THE AMERICAN ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY-FOUNDED THE ABOLITIONIST NEWSPAPER THE LIBERATOR-ASSOCIATE AND FRIEND OF JAMES CROPPER OF DINGLE VALE, LIVERPOOL-FRIEND OF THE FELLOW ABOLITIONIST FREDERICK DOUGLASS-

William Lloyd Garrison (1805-1879) was a prominent American abolitionist, journalist and
social reformer. He is best known for publishing his own anti-slavery newspaper The
Liberator between 1831 and 1865. In 1833 Garrison founded the American Anti-Slavery
Society and was in favour of immediate rather than gradual emancipation of slaves within the
United States.

In the same year Garrison travelled to Great Britain and was hosted by the family of James
Cropper at Dingle Bank, Liverpool. In London, James Cropper introduced Garrison to the
leading British abolitionists of the day including William Wilberforce, Thomas Clarkson, and
Daniel O’Connell. Garrison developed a close working relationship with the fiery Liverpool
abolitionist George Thompson, the black activist Charles Lennox Remond and later
convinced the freed American slave Frederick Douglass to join the abolitionist movement.

In 1840 Dingle Group member Joseph Sturge organised the first
World Anti-Slavery Convention in London to meet and network
with other abolitionists of the time.
Garrison and others, upon hearing of the decision not to allow
women to participate, viewed the proceedings with the women
from the gallery. This act became the genesis of the womens’
equal rights and suffrage movement in the United States.

Women in the gallery – The World Anti-Slavery Convention,
London 1840.

Garrison became famous as one of the most radical and vociferous opponents of slavery
stressing non-violence and passive resistance and the immediate and complete emancipation
of all slaves. On July 4, 1854, he publicly burned a copy of the United States Constitution,
condemning it as a Covenant with Death, an Agreement with Hell.

Garrison’s newspaper The Liberator (named after the
Dingle Group’s Daniel O’Connell) closely followed the
events of militant abolitionist John Brown’s raid on
Harper’s Ferry in 1859 together with Brown’s subsequent
trial and execution. The newspaper contributed to the
elevation of Brown to hero status amongst radical
abolitionists.
Garrison hailed John Brown’s Harper’s Ferry Raid as God’s
method of dealing retribution upon the head of the tyrant.

John Brown Leader of the Harper’s Ferry Insurrection.
After the United States abolished slavery in 1865 Garrison declared victory in the struggle
against slavery, however his life-long friend, the abolitionist Wendell Phillips argued that the
mission was not fully completed until black Southerners had gained full political and civil
equality.

When William Lloyd Garrison died in May 1879, Frederick Douglass spoke at a memorial
service in Washington, D.C., saying, It was the glory of this man that he could stand alone
with the truth, and calmly await the result.
In 1886 a statue of William Lloyd Garrison was
unveiled on Commonwealth Avenue in Boston,
Massachusetts, the inscription reads My country is
the world, my countrymen are all mankind.
Perhaps the last words about William Lloyd
Garrison should be left to Abraham Lincoln, who
said it was the logic and moral power of Garrison
and the antislavery people of the country that put
emancipation on the country’s political agenda.

William Lloyd Garrison (1805-79).
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John Brown (1800-1859)

–AMERICAN ABOLITIONIST LEADER–
–LEADER OF A RAID ON THE FEDERAL ARMORY AT HARPER’S FERRY –
–IMMORTALISED IN SONG –
–FIRST PERSON TO BE EXECUTED FOR TREASON IN THE UNITED STATES–

One major portrait in Nemo’s heroes in his bed chamber is the
most poignant, it is the ‘hanging of John Brown’, that martyr to the
freeing of the black race, hanging from the gallows and so terribly
drawn by Jules Verne’s great friend Victor Hugo.

The Hanging of John Brown by Victor Hugo (1860)

John Brown (1800-1859) was a radical abolitionist who believed he was raised by God to
deal the death blow to slavery by launching surprise attacks on his enemies. This tactic would
be adopted by Captain Nemo as he scoured the world’s oceans randomly sinking enemy ships
without warning.
On the 16th October 1859, John Brown, in an
attempt to arm a slave rebellion, led a raid on the
government arsenal of Harpers Ferry, West
Virginia. The raid failed, when Brown’s group
having killed four people, was surrounded by the
Virginia Militia under the command of Robert E
Lee. After being caught and following a swift
trial John Brown was executed.

John Brown (1800-59) and the raid on Harper’s Ferry on 16th October 1859.

John Brown and Frederick Douglas had known each other for nearly 20 years before Harpers
Ferry. Brown, like Douglass had sailed to Liverpool on the ‘Cambria’ albeit on a different
dates, perhaps they had exchanged stories about the irascible Captain Charles Judkins, and
who knows if John Brown had ever walked the streets of Birkenhead? He certainly came
within a few hundred yards.
Douglass and Brown met for a final time at a quarry near Chambersburg, Pennsylvania in
August 1859. Brown explained his plan to capture the federal armory at Harpers Ferry
Virginia and arm a major slave insurrection.
Douglass insisted that Brown was ‘going into a perfect steel
trap’ from which ‘he would never get out alive’, this did not put
Brown off from trying to recruit Douglass. "When I strike the
bees will begin to swarm, and I shall want you to help hive
them.".
Douglass declined to join the armed raid on October 16th 1859
due to "my discretion or my cowardice". Although their views
had drifted apart, it would not prevent Douglass giving lectures
about his longstanding friend, John Brown, over 30 years after
the events of Harpers Ferry (right).
Frederick Douglass Lecture – The Life of John Brown.

Captain Nemo too would be influenced by the violent tactics of
John Brown …
A flash of anger and disdain kindled in the eyes of the Unknown,
and I had a glimpse of a terrible past in the life of this man. Not
only had he put himself beyond the pale of human laws, but he had
made himself independent of them, free in the strictest acceptation
of the word, quite beyond their reach!
No; Captain Nemo was not satisfied with shunning man. His
formidable apparatus not only suited his instinct of freedom, but,
perhaps, also the design of some terrible retaliation.

Perhaps I was never to know who he was, from whence he came, or where he was going to,
but I saw the man move, and apart from the savant. It was no common misanthropy which
had shut Captain Nemo and his companions within the Nautilus, but a hatred, either
monstrous or sublime, which time could never weaken.
Terrible indeed! if as we supposed, Captain Nemo employed the Nautilus in works of
vengeance.

But he did not attack. Perhaps he still hesitated? I wished to mediate once more. But I had
scarcely spoken, when Captain Nemo imposed silence, saying:
"I am the law, and I am the judge! I am the oppressed, and there is the oppressor! Through
him I have lost all that I loved, cherished and venerated—country, wife, children, father and
mother. I saw all perish! All that I hate is there! Say no more! " I cast a last look at the manof-war, which was putting on steam, and rejoined Ned and Conseil.
Jules Verne 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1869)

Nemo’s Achilles heel is his belief that violent attacks are
justified, despite the potential loss of innocent lives. The
culmination of this is Nemo’s ‘massacre’ of an unknown
warship, which although firing on the Nautilus poses no threat
once the submarine has dived beneath the surface. The ship is
nevertheless destroyed by the Nautilus’s cutwater ram with
the loss of all hands on board. Arronax realises that ‘this
terrible machine of destruction’ is being used for the sake of
revenge.
A Massacre.

Nemo’s violent methods are supported by two of Nemo’s ‘heroes’ John Brown and Victor
Hugo (Assuredly, if insurrection is ever a sacred duty, it must be when it is directed against
Slavery), but crucially Captain Nemo wrestles with his own conscience.
Daniel O’Connell would certainly not approve of these indiscriminately violent methods, a
strategy also shunned by Frederick Douglass and one hundred years later by Dr Martin
Luther King.
In 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, the whaler, Ned Land can identify with sailors who often
join a ship of any nationality and therefore have no real country but the sea. Many ship’s
companies include boys as young as eleven. These too, in fiction at least, would be victims of
Nemo’s attacks, but are they not simply too young in body or mind to have oppressed
anyone? It is Nemo’s continuation of a war and his lack of discrimination in causing death
which renders him an ‘anti-hero’ to many and a murderer to some.

The cabin boys of the CSS Alabama – ‘plucked
off the streets of Liverpool’.

An
American Warship.
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Victor Hugo (1802-85)
–FRENCH STATESMAN–
–ARTIST, POET, DRAMATIST OF THE ROMANTIC MOVEMENT–
– AUTHOR OF LES MISERABLES AND THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME –
–LIFELONG FRIEND OF JULES VERNE –
–ONE OF EUROPE’S GREATEST ABOLITIONISTS–

and finally John Brown, that martyr to the freeing of the black race, hanging from the
gallows and so terribly drawn by Victor Hugo.
What link existed between these heroic souls and the soul of Captain Nemo?
Jules Verne Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869)

The presence of Victor Hugo’s sketch of the hanging of
John Brown in Captain Nemo’s bed chamber is significant
as Victor Hugo was a great friend of Jules Verne and
Hugo personally became involved in the campaign to
reprieve John Brown from the scaffold.

The Hanging of John Brown by Victor Hugo (1860)

Captain Nemo uses the same surprise attack tactics at sea as
John Brown practiced on land, and all with the tacit approval
of Victor Hugo who stated;
Assuredly, if insurrection is ever a sacred duty, it must be
when it is directed against Slavery.

Victor Hugo (1802-85)

Victor Hugo had already included many heroes of Captain Nemo’s bedchamber in his epic
novel Les Misérables (1862) and he therefore predates the writing of his great friend Jules
Verne by several years.

There is no limit to Paris… it fills with its light Washington, Kosciusko, Bolivar, Bozzaris,
Riego, Bem, Manin, Lopez, John Brown, Garibaldi; it is everywhere where the future is being
lighted up…
Victor Hugo - Les Misérables (1862)

Both Les Misérables by Victor Hugo and 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea by Jules Verne were
published by their mutual friend Pierre-Jules Hetzel and they both seem be taking their
inspiration from William Seward’s 1847 oration to Daniel O’Connell.

Jules Verne must be sympathetic to his friend Victor Hugo’s support of John Brown. These
views were articulated in Victor Hugo’s letter to the London News on 2nd December 1859.
The letter and Victor Hugo’s sketch are now seen by historians as a contemporaneous.

Victor Hugo’s letter to the London News on 2nd December 1859.
Sir: When our thoughts dwell upon the United States of America, a majestic form rises before
the eye of imagination. It is a Washington!
Look, then, to what is taking place in that country of Washington at this present moment.
In the Southern States of the Union there are slaves; and this circumstance is regarded with
indignation, as the most monstrous of inconsistencies, by the pure and logical conscience of
the Northern States. A white man, a free man, John Brown, sought to deliver these negro
slaves from bondage. Assuredly, if insurrection is ever a sacred duty, it must be when it is
directed against Slavery. John Brown endeavored to commence the work of emancipation by
the liberation of slaves in Virginia. Pious, austere, animated with the old Puritan spirit,
inspired by the spirit of the Gospel, he sounded to these men, these oppressed brothers, the
rallying cry of Freedom. The slaves, enervated by servitude, made no response to the appeal.
Slavery afflicts the soul with weakness. Brown, though deserted, still fought at the head of a
handful of heroic men; he was riddled with balls; his two young sons, sacred martyrs, fell
dead at his side, and he himself was taken. This is what they call the affair at Harper’s
Ferry…

... At this moment, America attracts the eyes of the whole of Europe. John Brown, condemned
to die, was to have been hanged on the 2d of December — this very day…We may yet hope
that Brown will be saved…
…When we reflect on what Brown, the liberator, the champion of Christ, has striven to effect,
and when we remember that he is about to die, slaughtered by the American Republic, that
crime assumes an importance co-extensive with that of the nation which commits it — and
when we say to ourselves that this nation is one of the glories of the human race; that, like
France, like England, like Germany, she is one of the great agents of civilization; that she
sometimes even leaves Europe in the rear by the sublime audacity of some of her progressive
movements; that she is the Queen of an entire world, and that her brow is irradiated with a
glorious halo of freedom, we declare our conviction that John Brown will not die; for we
recoil horror-struck from the idea of so great a crime committed by so great a people.
Viewed in a political light, the murder of Brown would be an irreparable fault. It would
penetrate the Union with a gaping fissure which would lead in the end to its entire disruption.
It is possible that the execution of Brown might establish slavery on a firm basis in Virginia,
but it is certain that it would shake to its centre the entire fabric of American democracy. You
preserve your infamy, but you sacrifice your glory. Viewed in a moral light, it seems to me
that a portion of the enlightenment of humanity would be eclipsed, that even the ideas of
justice and injustice would be obscured on the day which should witness the assassination of
Emancipation by Liberty.
As for myself, though I am but a mere atom, yet being, as I am, in common with all other
men, inspired with the conscience of humanity, I fall on my knees, weeping before the great
starry banner of the New World; and with clasped hands, and with profound and filial
respect, I implore the illustrious American Republic, sister of the French Republic, to see to
the safety of the universal moral law, to save John Brown, to demolish the threatening
scaffold of the 16th of December, and not to suffer that beneath its eyes, and I add, with a
shudder, almost by its fault, a crime should be perpetrated surpassing the first fratricide in
iniquity.
For — yes, let America know it, and ponder on it well — there is something more terrible
than Cain slaying Abel: It is Washington slaying Spartacus!
Victor Hugo Hauteville House, Dec. 2d, 1859.

Victor Hugo shares both Jules Verne’s long-standing admiration and love for America and
concern for the struggle of black emancipation in the ‘Land of the Free’. Frederick Douglass
would sum up Victor Hugo far more simply.
Victor Hugo the whiteman could speak for us…

Frederick Douglass, Paris, November 19th 1887.
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Jefferson Davis (1808-89)

–FIRST AND ONLY PRESIDENT OF THE CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA–
–SANCTIONED THE BOMBARDMENT OF FORT SUMTER–
–COMMISSIONED RAPHAEL SEMMES AS CAPTAIN OF THE BIRKENHEAD BUILT
CSS ALABAMA –
–LIFELONG FRIEND OF JAMES DUNWOODY BULLOCH -PROCURER OF THE
BIRKENHEAD BUILT CSS ALABAMA–
-BAILED OUT OF PRISON BY CORNELIUS VANDERBILT –A MEMBER OF THE
ROYAL MERSEY YACHT CLUB OF TRANMERE, BIRKENHEAD–LODGED IN BRITAIN WITH THE REVEREND FRANCIS TREMLETT OF THE
ROYAL MERSEY YACHT CLUB OF TRANMERE, BIRKENHEAD–

Jefferson Davis (1808 1889) was the President of the Confederate States during the American
Civil War.
After the premature death of his first wife, in
1844 Davis married Varina Howell when he
was thirty-six and she was just seventeen
years old.

Jefferson and Varina Davis in 1845

Davis sanctioned Confederate General Pierre
Beauregard to bombard the Unionist held
garrison at Fort Sumter in Charleston
Harbour on April 12th 1862, the fort fell two
days later and although no personnel were
killed on either side, it marked the start of
the American Civil War.
The Bombardment of Fort Sumter.

Davis realised that foreign support would be crucial to win concessions from the North, he
sent delegations to the major European powers, but without success as most objected to
slavery and some, such as Great Britain had abolished it altogether.

Davis was far more successful in procuring merchant ships from British and French shipyards
which could then be fitted with armaments at some ‘desert island’ location. In this aim he
was greatly aided by his Confederate agents in Europe – most notably James Dunwoody
Bulloch and the oceanographer Mathew Fontaine Maury.

Jefferson Davis granted the command of the
most famous of these ships, the Birkenhead
built CSS Alabama to Captain Raphael
Semmes and gave him authorization to
attack, subdue, scuttle and take all ships
belonging to the United States of America.
Authorisation Given by President
Jefferson Davis to Raphael Semmes to
Attack all United States Ships - June 1862.
As the Civil War turned against the south, Davis was criticised for rarely leaving Richmond.
On April 3rd, 1865, with General Ulysses S Grant poised to capture the city, Davis escaped to
Greensboro, North Carolina. Davies and his wife, Varina were eventually captured by
Unionist forces on May 10th at Irwinville, Georgia. In his haste to escape, Davis grabbed his
wife’s overcoat instead of his own. Northern artists and caricaturists seized on this news and
claimed that Davis had tried to flee dressed as a woman.
A whole satirical industry of cartoon images and postcards
sprang up around the incident - they illustrate the powerful use
of humour in the political propaganda of the time.

Jules Verne would also use the same brand of humour in
caricaturing his own ‘band of players’ but that humour would
lie hidden for over 150 years and it would be Raphael Semmes
and not Jefferson Davis who would be the main target for
Verne’s pen.
‘Jeff in Crinoline’ – Satirical Northern Cartoon – 1865.

Jefferson Davis was initially clapped in irons, but after his health began to fail, he was placed
in more comfortable conditions at Fortress Monroe.

After a vigorous campaign by Varina Davis for his release, Jefferson Davis was freed on
$100,000 bail largely put in place by the multimillionaire Cornelius Vanderbilt.
In the American Civil War, Vanderbilt had loaned his ship the
USS Vanderbilt to the United States Navy in a vain attempt to
find the Confederate commerce raider the Birkenhead built CSS
Alabama and its ‘pirate’ captain Raphael Semmes.
Cornelius Vanderbilt, the richest man on earth, had now
intervened to help both the Union side during the Civil War and
the Confederate side deal with the aftermath of the same
conflict. Cornelius Vanderbilt was a member of the Royal
Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead.
C
Cornelius Vanderbilt (1794-1877)
C

On the 28th July 1868, Jefferson Davis and his family
boarded the Adriatic at Quebec and set sail for Liverpool. It
was to be the first of several trips that he was to make to
Liverpool over the next decade. The Adriatic docked in
Liverpool on 4 August 1868 and Davis was greeted by,
amongst others, James Dunwoody Bulloch, the mastermind
behind the construction of the Birkenhead built CSS
Alabama.

James Dunwoody Bulloch (1823-1901)
Jefferson Davis entrusted the care of his children with James
Dunwoody Bulloch in the small village of Waterloo, just
four miles north of Liverpool.
Bulloch enrolled Jeff and Billy Davis into a private school at
9 Waterloo Road, Crosby and in doing so would set up one
of the most bizarre meetings in American political history.
9

9 Waterloo Road, Crosby.

In November 1868 Jefferson and Varina Davis took up temporary residence in Leamington
Spa. Jefferson and Varina Davis are reported to have spent Christmas Eve 1868 with
Reverend Francis Tremlett at Belsize Park London. Tremlett was a member of the Royal
Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead. In March 1869, Varina and Jefferson Davis
moved to 18 Upper Gloucester Place, Dorset Square, London. Davis returned alone to the
United States, arriving in Baltimore on 10 Oct 1869 after spending just over a year in Britain.

On April 23rd, 1870, Varina Davis’s sister Margaret Howell
married Charles Stoess at a service at Belsize Park, London
conducted by the Reverend Francis Tremlett.

On 31st August 1870 Jefferson Davis returned to Liverpool
where he stayed in the home of his sister-in-law and her new
husband.
Margaret Howell Stoess (1842-1930)

Jefferson Davies later travelled to Dublin in partnership with James Dunwoody Bulloch,
however their attempt to set up a business together failed. At this time the Davis boys
remained in school in Waterloo and were still living with the Bullochs – a sign of the deep
bond of love and mutual affection between the two families. Varina Davis maintained a
house in London and the whole Davis family later returned to the United States.
Jefferson Davis arrived back in Liverpool on
16th February 1874, moving again into the
home of his sister-in-law Margaret Stoess, most
probably at 157 Upper Parliament Street,
Liverpool.

157 Upper Parliament St

The temporary home of Jefferson Davis at
157 Upper Parliament St Liverpool – just one
mile from Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island.

Davis failed to gain employment in the Royal Insurance Company and instead went to Paris
returning to London in mid-April 1875. He left Liverpool on June 4th, 1875, on the Adriatic
for New York.
By what was now almost an annual event, Jefferson and Varina Davis sailed from New
Orleans and arrived in Liverpool in June 1876, Varina stayed with Margaret Stoess while
Davis continued on to London. Davis departing for New York on the Adriatic in early
November while Varina remained in Liverpool for almost another year, departing in October,
1877.
Jefferson and Varina Davis made their final trip to Europe in August, 1881, sailing from New
Orleans for Liverpool and they went almost directly to Paris to be reunited with their
daughter Winnie. Davis spent his time at Chantilly, while Varina and Winnie shopped in
Paris. The Davis's departed from Southampton 22 Nov 1881 for New York and were back in
Mississippi a few weeks later.

Jefferson Davies also visited Paris on at least two more
occasions. By the mid 1880’s, he had returned
permanently to the United States and like Raphael
Semmes had written memoirs which were short on
contrition for the American Civil War. Also, like Semmes
he began to encourage reconciliation with the north and
told Southerners to be loyal to the Union.

JJefferson Davis in 1885.

Jefferson Davis died on November 6th, 1889, - the 24th anniversary of the final surrender of
the American Civil War at Tranmere, Birkenhead.
In a letter to Varina Davis dated December 7th, 1889, Jefferson Davis’s great friend, James
Dunwoody Bulloch, the man who Davis had once bequeathed the good care of his children
and the brainchild behind the Birkenhead built CSS Alabama, wrote;
at some future day an impartial historian will tell the story of those troubling years, 1861
to’65, and Mr Davis’ name will then be found grouped with those who have made great
sacrifices for conscience sake, and have devoted every faculty earnestly, unselfishly, to their
country’s service.
This conviction must be your hope, though its fruition may be long delayed, and it should be
your consolation also.

The words of James Dunwoody Bulloch certainly do resonate with this impartial historian,
for it will soon be established that James Dunwoody Bulloch’s Birkenhead built CSS
Alabama and Captain Nemo’s Birkenhead built Nautilus and are virtually one and the same.

It will be the close and loving relationship between Jefferson Davis and James Dunwoody
Bulloch that will represent the first two links in a chain of brotherly love that will ensnare
two more men - and one of those men will be Abraham Lincoln.
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James Dunwoody Bulloch (1823-1901)

-SECRET AGENT-MASTERMIND OF THE CONFEDERATE NAVY-BLOCKADE RUNNER ON THE CSS FINGAL-COMMISSIONED THE LIVERPOOL BUILT CSS FLORIDA-COMMISSIONED THE BIRKENHEAD BUILT CSS ALABAMA-LIFELONG FRIEND OF CONFEDERATE PRESIDENT JEFFERSON DAVIS-LIVED IN SYDENHAM AVENUE, TOXTETH, LIVERPOOL-MODEL FOR THE CHARACTER OF RHETT BUTLER IN GONE WITH THE WIND-

…I am at one and the same time, the captain, the constructor, and the engineer!…
Captain Nemo. 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1869) by Jules Verne.
James Dunwoody Bulloch was born on the 25th June 1823 on his parents’ cotton plantation in
Savannah Georgia. He was of Scottish ancestory and his family had arrived in Charleston
South Carolina in the early 1800’s.

In 1838 his father co-founded a resort town 230 miles
northwest of Savannah and named it Roswell. The
Bullochs selected the highest point on the Roswell
village bluff and there they constructed their new family
home – the grandly named Bulloch Hall.
Bulloch Hall is said to be the model for the plantation
‘Tara’ in Margaret Mitchell’s book Gone With the
Wind (1936).

James Dunwoody Bulloch (1823-1901).

James was nine years old when his father remarried and had three further children, one of
whom, his half-brother Irvine Bulloch would sail on both the CSS Alabama and the CSS
Shenandoah.

In 1839 at the age of 16, Bulloch enlisted as a midshipman in the United States Navy and
served a five-year apprenticeship, passing out as second in his class. As was all too common
prior to the Civil War, he would form close relationships with colleagues who would one day
become his sworn enemies, these would include David, later Admiral Farragut, who, as a
Virginian, Bulloch would see as a traitor to the southern cause. Upon his father’s death in
1849 the Bulloch estate held 31 enslaved African Americans.
In 1854, after serving for a total of 15 years in the United States Navy, Bulloch moved to
New York and joined a private shipping company. At the outbreak of the American Civil
War in April 1861 he immediately offered his services and experience to the Confederate
Navy as a secret agent.
The southern states President, Jefferson Davis vowed to
break Abraham Lincoln’s blockade of southern ports.
Davis appointed Stephen R Mallory to the post of Secretary
of the Navy and Mallory enlisted James Dunwoody Bulloch
to virtually work alone as the main procurer of Confederate
blockade runners and warships in Britain.

Stephen R Mallory (1812-73)

To escape detection from Unionist spies, Bulloch sailed from Montreal, Canada, and arrived
in Liverpool on the 3rd of June 1861, his ship approached the port on the same tide as the
Great Eastern.

After arriving in Liverpool he found his subterfuge had all been in vain, the New York Times
had published full details of his mission. The paper reported that one million dollars in funds
had been set aside by Jefferson Davies to procur ships for the Confederate Navy - James
Dunwoody Bulloch was a now a ‘marked’ man.

Bulloch was a quiet, reserved figure, and the
pubs and grog shops of Liverpool were not
really for him, instead he took up residence
in the Liver Hotel in the sedate suburb of
Waterloo some four miles north of the city.

The Liver Hotel in Waterloo.

Bulloch was soon joined by his wife Harriet and
their three children in number two Marine
Terrace. The setting of the house was idyllic,
facing on to sand dunes and the sea with a view
across the mouth of the Mersey towards New
Brighton and the Welsh mountains.

2 Marine Terrace, Waterloo.

Bulloch was swiftly followed to Liverpool by a whole posse of northern spies and a game of
‘cat and mouse’ ensued, the consequences of which would ultimately bring America and
Britain to the brink of war. Bulloch would often reside in safe houses provided by the
Reverend Francis Tremlett and communicate with other agents using a secret code.

James Dunwoody Bulloch first act was as a blockade runner on his ship Fingal and he was
successful in shipping armaments and other provisions from Liverpool to the Southern States.
Within six months of arriving in Liverpool, Bulloch had also procured two ships, both being
constructed within sight of one another on opposite banks of the Mersey.

Bulloch’s first ship The ‘CSS Florida’
originally called the Oreto was built at
William C Millers shipyard in Toxteth,
Liverpool and launched in March 1862.

CSS Florida

The CSS Florida was to be the first and one of the most successful Confederate commerce
raiders. The Florida would later feature in a highly symbolic role after being discovered by
Captain Nemo’s Nautilus in Twenty Thousand Leagues Under The Sea.

For his second ship, Bulloch turned to Lairds across the Mersey in Birkenhead and ordered
the 290th ship to be built at the yard and initially referred to as Lairds 290.

Bulloch hoped to be captain of this new ship now renamed Enrica, however so admired were
his skills at procuring orders in secret that Jefferson Davies deemed that Bullock remain
predominantly land based with his activities confined to sporadically gunrunning around the
Unionist blockade.

The Enrica was again renamed the CSS Alabama – it would evade Dudley and become the
most successful commerce raider of all time. In her time The CSS Alabama burned and sunk
65 union ships, employed over 500 crew, many from Liverpool, and took over 2,000
prisoners – without a single loss of life on all sides. She was worshipped in the South and
reviled in the north, where Abraham Lincoln branded her captain, Raphael Semmes a
common ‘pirate’ and put a bounty on his head.

The CSS Alabama and its ‘pirate’ Captain Raphael Semmes.

Bullock did not finish with the construction of the CSS Alabama. His two new ironclads
being built at Laird’s shipyard were called El Monassir and El Tousson. Their real names
were to be CSS Mississippi and CSS North Carolina. Bulloch’s plan was audacious to use
these ‘Laird Rams’ to devastate the Brooklyn Navy Yard in New York City.
In July 1863, United States Ambassador Charles Francis Adams warned that if the ships were
delivered to the Confederacy, then a state of War would exist between the United States and
Britain.
The ships were consequently impounded by
the British Government and commissioned
into the Royal Navy.
El Tousson and El Monnasir became HMS
Scorpion and HMS Wivern respectively.

The Laird Ram HMS Scorpion (c1880).

James Dunwoody Bulloch was not given an immediate amnesty after the American Civil War
and for a time was forbidden to enter the United States.

Bulloch applied for British citizenship in 1869 and it was
quickly granted, he went on to become a successful
cotton broker in Liverpool.
Bulloch had close ties with the Derby family at Knowsley
Hall, Liverpool. Bulloch’s lifelong friend, Admiral
Geoffrey Hornby was a cousin of the Earl of Derby and
had been made Commander in Chief of the West African
Squadron in September 1865 – ironically a British Navy
squadron committed to ending the trade in African slaves
across the Atlantic.
A
Admiral Geoffrey Hornby (1820-95)

In 1883 James Dunwoody Bulloch published his memoirs, The
Secret Service of the Confederate States in Europe – a full
account of his activities in Liverpool during the American Civil
War.
As he grew older, Bulloch campaigned against the poverty that
he saw all around him on the streets of Liverpool and worked
with numerous children’s orphanages.

The Secret Service of the Confederate States in Europe by
James Dunwoody Bulloch (1883).

In the 1886 James Dunwoody Bulloch retired to a modest house
at 30 Sydenham Avenue near Sefton Park in South Liverpool.
The extraordinary events The
that Secret
occurred
in thisofhouse
in late
Service
the Confederate
States in Europe by
January and early February 1891
would
open
yet
another
chapter
James Dunwoody Bulloch (1883).
in our adventure and reverberate well into the twentieth century.

30 Sydenham Avenue near Sefton Park Liverpool.

James Dunwoody Bulloch died on January 7, 1901 at the age of 77 and is buried next to his
half-brother Irvine Bulloch at Toxteth Cemetery, Liverpool. The inscription upon his
gravestone reads ‘An American by birth, an Englishman by choice’.

Commander James Dunwoody Bulloch. A little known
officer of the U.S. Navy. He rose to fame, when at the
outbreak of war between the states (1861-65) he
resigned and accepted service in the Confederate States
of America. He was appointed envoy to England by
Jefferson Davis, President of the Confederate States of
America and authorized to obtain aid in building a navy
for the CSA. Working in Liverpool and many other cities
and major ports. Bulloch gave monumental service to
the Confederacy in this delicate assignment.
James Dunwoody Bulloch’s gravestone in Toxteth
Cemetery Liverpool.

James Dunwoody Bulloch is thought to have been the inspiration for Rhett Butler in Margaret
Mitchell’s epic novel Gone with the Wind. In the novel Mitchell draws a favourable
comparison between James Dunwoody Bulloch and the fictional Rhett Butler.

Rhett’s eight months’ service with the Confederacy was known only to Scarlett, for Rhett had
begged her, with mock fear, not to reveal his “shame” to anyone. Most of all Frank had
contempt for him for holding on to the Confederate gold, when honest men like Admiral
Bulloch and others confronted with the same situation had turned back thousands to the
Federal treasury.
Margaret Mitchell Gone with the Wind (1936)

Perhaps just as relevant to our story would be
the words of Rhett Butler played by Clarke
Gable in David O. Selznick’s 1939 film version
of Gone with the Wind.
The Yankees have trumped up some charge
against me but what they are really after is my
money, they seem to think I made off with the
Confederate treasury… My funds are in
Liverpool not in Atlanta.
My Funds are in Liverpool.
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-HALF BROTHER OF JAMES DUNWOODY BULLOCH-YOUNGEST OFFICER ON THE CSS ALABAMA-FIRED THE CSS ALABAMA’S LAST SHOTS IN ITS BATTLE WITH THE USS
KEARSARGE ON 19TH JUNE 1864-SAILING MASTER ON THE CSS SHENANDOAH-NAVIGATED THE CSS SHENANDOAH NON-STOP FROM ALASKA TO
TRANMERE, BIRKENHEAD TO ENACT THE LAST SURRENDER OF THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR-ABSCONDED FROM THE CSS SHENANDOAH ON 6TH NOVEMBER 1865 AND
THUS PORTRAYED AS AN ESCAPED PIRATE IN JULES VERNE’S MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND-LIVED IN SYDENHAM AVENUE, TOXTETH, LIVERPOOLIrvine Bulloch (1842-98) was the younger brother of James Dunwoody Bulloch, the
Confederate spy and mastermind behind the construction of the Birkenhead built CSS
Alabama.

Irvine Stephens Bulloch was born in Roswell,
Georgia to Major James Stephens Bulloch and his
second wife Martha "Patsy" Stewart.
At the outbreak of the American Civil War Irvine
Bulloch offered his services to the Confederate States
Navy and served as a midshipman aboard
the CSS Nashville. In the summer of 1862 Bulloch
was posted to Liverpool and was to serve with
distinction on the CSS Alabama as its Sailing Master
and youngest officer.
Irvine Bulloch (1842-1898).

Irvine Bulloch was said to have fired the last shots from the CSS Alabama just before was
sunk by the USS Kearsarge off Cherbourg on June 19th 1864.

Bulloch later became Sailing Master on the CSS
Shenandoah and at the age of just 23 he navigated
the ship non-stop voyage halfway around the world
from Alaska to Tranmere, Birkenhead to surrender
the ship on 6th November 1865 - the last surrender
of the American Civil War.

Irvine Bulloch (far left) and officers of the CSS
Shenandoah in Leamington Spa - October 1865.

The personal nature of the surrender of Irvine Bulloch on the 19th November 1865 at the
Tranmere Sloyne, Birkenhead will be a major landmark event in our fifth novel.
In the 1890’s Irvine Bulloch retired to Sydenham
Avenue near Sefton Park, Liverpool. Irvine and his
wife Ella Sears Bulloch lived at the other end of the
road to James Dunwoody Bulloch in a large house
at 1 Sydenham Avenue.
Irvine Bulloch died of kidney disease on July 14th
1898 and is buried at Toxteth Cemetery Liverpool
next to his elder brother.
1 Sydenham Avenue near Sefton Park Liverpool.
His wife, Ella Sears Bulloch, continued living at 1 Sydenham Avenue until her death in 1911.
The extraordinary events occurring at 1 Sydenham Avenue in June 1905 will also bring our
story well into the twentieth century.
The close bonds within the extended Bulloch
family meant that they often set up in houses
adjacent to one another. The shared residency
of James and Irvine Bulloch at Sydenham
Avenue throws up an intriguing connection.
It will be the ‘Birkenhead Dinosaurs’ at the site
of the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, London that
will lead us to an underground sea full of
dinosaurs in Jules Verne’s 1864 novel A
Journey to the Centre of the Earth.

Whoever did this sketch must have gone out to the Crystal Palace.
D
Dr M. Schroeder Cryptanalysis in Classical Literature March 2019.
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John Laird (1805-1874)

PIONEER IN THE USE OF IRON TO BUILD SHIPS.
- BUILT THE ALBURKAH IN 1832 - WORLD’S FIRST OCEAN GOING IRON SHIP-BUILT THE JOHN RANDOLPH IN 1834 - FIRST IRON SHIP IN THE AMERICAS-BUILDER OF HMS BIRKENHEAD OF THE ‘BIRKENHEAD DRILL’ FAME-BUILDER IN FICTION OF THE HULL OF CAPTAIN NEMO’S NAUTILUS-BUILDER IN REAL LIFE OF THE CSS ALABAMA-BUILDER OF THE INFAMOUS ‘LAIRD RAMS’-FRIEND OF MATHEW FONTAINE MAURYSPONSOR OF GEORGE FRANCIS TRAIN – THE FIRST MAN TO GO AROUND THE
WORLD IN 80 DAYS.
-CONSERVATIVE MP FOR BIRKENHEAD-MEMBER OF THE ROYAL MERSEY YACHT CLUB OF TRANMERE BIRKENHEAD-

“But how could you construct this wonderful Nautilus in secret?”…
Each separate portion M. Arronax was brought from different parts of the globe…the iron
plates of her hull at Laird’s of Liverpool…
…I am at one and the same time, the captain, the constructor, and the engineer!…
Captain Nemo in Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869) by Jules Verne.

John Laird (1805 –1874) was Born in Greenock,
Scotland, the eldest son of Scottish shipbuilder, William
Laird who had moved to Birkenhead in 1824. Both
William and John Laird played important roles in the
development of the town of Birkenhead.
As an expert in boiler making, John Laird turned his skills
in bending iron plates and riveting them together to build
the hull of the first iron hulled ships.

John Laird from Gordon Bennett’s Magazine Vanity
Fair as drawn by ‘Spy’ (1873).

In 1832 John Laird’s's younger brother Macgregor Laird had designed the iron paddle
steamer, the Alburkah – the world’s first ocean going iron ship.

Alburkah, which, under the command of Messrs. Laird, Oldfield, and Richard Lander,
appended the Niger as far as Bocqua.

The Great Explorers of the Nineteenth Century Jules Verne 1887.

In 1834, Laird built the paddle steamer John Randolph and shipped it in parts to be
assembled in Savannah Georgia, it was the first iron ship seen in America.

SS John Randolph and Commemorative Plaque, City Hall Savannah - The same great
iron shipbuilder John Laird built in 1862 the Confederate cruiser ‘ALABAMA’

Many of John Laird’s early orders, like the SS John Randolph, were for prefabricated ships
designed to be carried in the hold of much larger wooden ships and then assembled in remote
locations across the world.

…I set up my workshops on a small desert island in the middle of the ocean. There with my
workmen, that is my good companions whom I instructed and trained, I completed our
Nautilus’…
Captain Nemo of the Nautilus. 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1869) by Jules Verne.

In 1852 the Laird designed troopship HMS Birkenhead struck a reef off the coast of South
Africa, over 600 lives were lost – every woman and child was saved due to the officers
applying the rule women and children first - forever since known as ‘The Birkenhead Drill’.

Jules Verne made a hidden reference to the ‘Birkenhead Drill’ in his novel The Floating
Island (1895) – a novel set in a metaphorical Birkenhead.
Before the town hall was reached by the savages, its
doors were closed; the women and children were
moved into the interior compartments where they
would be sheltered from the projectiles.

Sound the Birkenhead Drill ‘Women and
Children First.’
In 1893, the author and poet Rudyard Kipling paid a more direct tribute to the officers and
men of HMS Birkenhead as they personified the British spirit of bravery, honour and selfsacrifice in a time of Empire – the so called British ‘stiff upper lip’.

To take your chance in the thick of a rush, with firing all about,
Is nothing so bad when you've cover to 'and, an' leave an' likin' to shout;
But to stand an' be still to the Birken'ead drill is a damn tough bullet to chew,
An' they done it, the Jollies – 'Er Majesty's Jollies – soldier an' sailor too!
Rudyard Kipling Soldier an’ Sailor Too (1893).
Rudyard Kipling, the author of Jungle Book, Kim and The
Man Who Would be King, will return to our adventure with
his celebrated poem If and these words too will resonate
throughout our adventure.
I

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies…

Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936)

In 1859 John Laird decided to back the idea of a young American entrepreneur who wanted
to build Europe’s first tram system in Birkenhead – George Francis Train later became the
first man to travel around the world in eighty days.

Train tells the story in his own words.
Finally, it occurred to me that the man I wanted was
John Laird, the progressive and energetic ship-builder,
the man who afterward built the Alabama and other
Confederate craft, and who was at the time chairman of
the Commissioners of Birkenhead, just across the
Mersey opposite Liverpool. Surely, thought I, here is a
man with enterprise enough to appreciate this thing,
which means so much for the working people and all
businessmen. So, I went to Mr. Laird, and after a long
conference with him, I made a formal request to the
Commissioners for permission to construct a surface
railway, or "tramway," as it is called in England.

George Francis Train (1829-1904)

In 1861 John Laird became the Conservative Member of Parliament for the new constituency
of Birkenhead and served under the premiership of both Lord Derby and Benjamin Disraeli.
The Derby and Laird families were both prominent members of the Royal Mersey Yacht
Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead while Disraeli had once said of the Laird family’s endeavours
in town planning.
As yet, the disciples of progress have not been
able exactly to match this instance of Damascus,
but it is said that they have great faith in the future
of BIRKENHEAD.”
Benjamin Disraeli 1847.

Benjamin Disraeli 1804-81

The construction of the infamous CSS Alabama in 1862 and the Laird Rams in 1863 further
cemented John Laird’s reputation as the builder of the world’s finest ships. The Laird Rams
were classed as ‘monitors’ – a smaller type of impregnable ironclad warship with
disproportionately large guns, hence the panic their construction had caused amongst the
Government of Abraham Lincoln in the American Civil War.

Today the Chilean Navy ship Huascar is
the last ironclad monitor still afloat –
built by Laird Brothers in 1865 she is
contemporaneous and of near identical
design to the Laird Rams.

Huascar

Initially built for the Peruvian Navy and later serving in the Chilean navy, Huascar is
preserved as a national monument at Talcahuano, Chile.

John Laird was also a great friend of the American Oceanographer and Confederate agent,
Mathew Fontaine Maury. Maury’s family lived in Birkenhead shortly after the end of the
American Civil War and Maury himself will represent one of the souls of Captain Nemo.

John Laird died on 29th October 1874
after a horse racing accident.
Unusually instead of being buried at
Flaybrick Cemetery, the traditional burial
place of Birkenhead dignitaries, Laird
chose to be buried in the grounds of
Birkenhead Priory – a place literally in the
dark morning shadow cast by both the
CSS Alabama and Captain Nemo’s
Nautilus.
The Tomb of John Laird at Birkenhead
Priory.
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(1806-73)

-UNITED STATES NAVAL OFFICER AND PIONEERING HYDROGRAPHER-FATHER OF MODERN OCEANOGRAPHY -THE PATHFINDER OF THE SEAS-ASTRONOMER -HISTORIAN-METEOROLOGIST-GEOLOGIST-CARTOGRAPHER-CONFEDERATE AGENT IN BRITAIN AND FRANCE IN THE AMERICAN CIVIL
WAR-INVENTOR OF THE FIRST ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED MINE USED IN
SUBMARINE WARFARE-SUPPORTER OF THE INSTITUTION OF SLAVERY-PERSONAL FRIEND OF BIRKENHEAD SHIPBUILDER JOHN LAIRD-MAURY FAMILY LIVED IN BIRKENHEAD AFTER THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR-MAURY HIMSELF LIVED AT THE LONDON HOUSE OF FRANCIS TREMLETT OF
THE ROYAL MERSEY YACHT CLUB OF TRANMERE, BIRKENHEAD-MENTIONED IN THE MEMOIRS OF BOTH CAPTAIN RAPHAEL SEMMES OF THE
CSS ALABAMA AND BY CAPTAIN NEMO IN JULES VERNE’S NOVEL 20,000
LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA-

Or was he one of those scientists like the American Maury, whose career was ruined by a
political revolution?
Jules Verne of Captain Nemo. Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869).

Matthew Fontaine Maury was born in Spotsylvania
County, Virginia in 1806 and came from a prominent
Virginian family. His uncle, James Maury (1746-1840)
was appointed by George Washington as the first
American Consulate in Liverpool – a position later held by
the American author Nathanial Hawthorne.
Maury joined the United States Navy at the age of 19 as a
midshipman aboard the frigate Brandywine he almost
immediately began to study the seas, meteorology, winds,
and currents and record methods of navigation.
Matthew Fontaine Maury (1806-73)

Maury served on the Brandywine (formerly
named Susquehanna) and was most likely a
colleague of Raphael Semmes who was also a young
22-year-old midshipman on the Brandywine during
the same period.
A photograph of Maury and Semmes taken possibly
after the end of the American Civil War certainly
gives the impression of a ‘master’ and his ‘pupil’.

Mathew Fontaine Maury (1806-73) and Raphael
Semmes (1809-77).

In 1842 Maury took the senior role at what was to become the U.S naval observatory and
Hydrographic Office. He issued ship’s captains with logbooks to record seasonal changes in
sea currents and winds. From this data he compiled sea charts enabling vessels to drastically
cut their sailing times on the major shipping routes.

Maury also became interested in the depths of the
Atlantic basin and the composition of the
seafloor. Working with midshipman John Brooke,
they created a simple cannonball plummet weight
that contained a hollowed-out section of piping
that would collect samples from the ocean floor.
Maury and Brooke proceeded to chart the ocean
floor from Newfoundland to Ireland.
B
Brooke’s Deep-Sea Sounding Apparatus.
In 1855 Matthew Fontaine Maury released his acclaimed book The Physical Geography of
the Sea and when Cyrus Field was looking at the feasibility of laying an Atlantic Cable
between Newfoundland and Ireland, he turned to Maury for advice. Maury replied that in
1853 the United States ship Dolphin had taken a line of deep-sea soundings that identified a
submerged plateau covered in stable silts that would accommodate a transatlantic cable –
Maury called it the ‘telegraphic plateau’.
It would be here that Cyrus Field would ultimately lay the first transatlantic cable after
raising funding via Charles Francis Pickering of Birkenhead with half the cable being
manufactured at the factory of RS Newall in Birkenhead. At a dinner given in New York in
1858, to celebrate the arrival of the first message across the Atlantic, Cyrus Field said, I am a
man of few words: Maury furnished the brains, England gave the money, and I did the work.

In his 1869 novel Around the Moon, Jules Verne would make
a direct reference to Matthew Fontaine Maury, and John
Brooke and he would also base the captain of the fictional
Susquehanna on Maury’s shipmate the ‘gentleman pirate’ of
the CSS Alabama, Captain Raphael Semmes.
Verne would also make a cheap gag at the expense of the
Brandywine.
All Around the Moon by Jules Verne (1869)

“WELL, lieutenant, and our soundings?” …“These great depths… “are not favorable for
laying telegraphic cables. A level bottom, like that supporting the American cable between
Valentia and Newfoundland, is much better.”
“I agree with you, Bronsfield. With your permission, lieutenant, where are we now?”
“Sir, at this moment we have 3,508 fathoms of line out, and the ball which draws the
sounding lead has not yet touched the bottom; for if so, it would have come up of itself.”
“Brook’s apparatus is very ingenious,” said Captain Blomsberry; “it gives us very exact
soundings.”
“Touch!” cried at this moment one of the men at the forewheel, who was superintending the
operation.
The captain and the lieutenant mounted the quarterdeck.
“What depth have we?” asked the captain.
“Three thousand six hundred and twenty-seven fathoms,” replied the lieutenant, entering it in
his notebook.
The captain of the Susquehanna, as brave a man as need be, and the humble servant of his
officers, returned to his cabin, took a brandy-grog, which earned for the steward no end of
praise, and turned in, not without having complimented his servant upon his making beds,
and slept a peaceful sleep.
Jules Verne All Around the Moon (1869)
The reader has been introduced to my Malayan steward, John, on several occasions. John’s
black, lustrous eyes filled with ill-concealed tears, more than once, during the last days of the
Sumter, as he smoothed the pillow of my cot with a hand as tender as that of a woman, or
handed me the choicest dishes at meals.
Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States. Raphael Semmes (1869)

In the 1869 novel All Around the Moon the Captain of the Susquehanna (based on Raphael
Semmes) subsequently picks up the returning ‘lunar module’ from the waters of the Pacific
Ocean and so sets up one of the great mysteries of modern space exploration – how did Jules
Verne get the 1969 Apollo Moon Landing so unnervingly right? The answer may, just may,
be found at the address of 34 Slatey Road, Birkenhead and the words of Abraham Lincoln.
The only way to predict the future is to create it.
Abraham Lincoln

The USS Susquehanna and the splashdown of the ‘lunar module’ in Around the
Moon (1869) by Jules Verne and the future created by the aircraft carrier USS
Hornet and the splashdown of Apollo 11 on July 24th, 1969.
At the outbreak of the American Civil War in 1861, Maury resigned his commission with the
United States Navy and returned to Virginia to join the Confederate cause. He was sent to
England in order to procure ships for the Confederate Navy and persuade the European
powers to support the Confederacy.
It was Maury’s invention of the submarine ‘torpedo’ (a term used to describe an explosive
mine detonated remotely by electric wire) that is credited with inflicting far more damage to
Unionist shipping than even Raphael Semmes’s ‘pirate’ ship the Alabama during the
American Civil War.
Union Rear Admiral, David Farragut had been appointed by Abraham Lincoln to command
the Gulf Blockading Squadron and when he encountered Maury’s explosive devices in
Mobile Bay on 5th August 1864, he uttered the immortal phrase Damn the torpedoes, full
speed ahead.
David Farragut, as the senior ranking officer in the United States Navy and the sworn enemy
of both Mathew Fontaine Maury and the ‘pirate’ Raphael Semmes, will return in Jules
Verne’s novel Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869).

In the novel’s sequel The Mysterious Island (1874)
Captain Nemo would also use Maury’s ‘torpedo’
electrical mine to blow up the pirate ship Speedy just
off Granite House, which in ‘our reality’ would be
just off Woodside, Birkenhead. This is the site of the
final surrender of the American Civil War – that of
the Confederate ‘pirate ship’ CSS Shenadoah on
November 6th 1865.
The brig, violently raised aloft by a sort of
waterspout, had just split in half! And, in less than
ten seconds, it had sunk to the bottom with all its
criminal crew!....
The brig violently raised aloft …

….. So this torpedo explained the underwater explosion. Cyrus Smith, who during the War of
the Union had had occasion to experiment with these terrible engines of destruction, was not
mistaken.
Jules Verne, ‘Mysterious Island (1874).
In March 1863 Maury followed the
strategy of his friend James Dunwoody
Bulloch and clandestinely arranged the
purchase of the 500-ton ship Japan,
refitted in France and renamed the CSS
Georgia she proceeded to capture nine
United States merchant ships.
CSS Georgia (1862)

It was John Laird of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club, Tranmere,
Birkenhead, that most probably arranged for Maury’s wife Ann
and his children to live in Birkenhead after the end of the Civil
War until her being reunited with her husband in London on 29th
March 1866.
Maury would later live at the home of the Reverend Francis
Tremlett, (another member of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club) at
his vicarage in Belsize Park London. Tremlett also entertained
such notable Confederates as ex-president Jefferson Davis,
Raphael Semmes and General Robert E Lee at the same address.

Reverend Francis Tremlett (1821-1913)

Captain Nemo would pay tribute to Mathew Fontaine Maury in his Birkenhead built
Nautilus, as would Raphael Semmes in his Birkenhead built CSS Alabama. Nemo would
gaze in the wonderment of the seas around him.
‘Look at the ocean professor! Doesn’t it have
the actual gift of life? Doesn’t it experience
both anger and affection? Last evening it
went to sleep just as we did, and there it is
waking up after a peaceful night!’….
….‘See!’ he went on, it is waking up under the
sun’s gentle caresses! It’s going to relive it’s
daily existence! What a fascinating field of
study lies in watching the play of its
organism. It owns a pulse and arteries, it has
spasms and I side with the scholarly
Commander Maury, who discovered that it
has a circulation as real as the circulation of
blood in animals.

Captain Nemo. Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea (1869) by Jules Verne.

One word before I part with my friend Maury. In common with thousands of mariners
all over the world, I owe him a debt of gratitude, for his gigantic labors in the scientific fields
of our profession; for the sailor may claim the philosophy of the seas as a part of his
profession. A knowledge of the winds and the waves, and the laws which govern their motions
is as necessary to the seaman as is the art of handling his ship, and to no man so much as to
Maury is he indebted for a knowledge of these laws.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).

In 1868 the Maury family were finally granted an amnesty and allowed to return home to
Virginia, he bought a house near his great friend Robert E Lee. Maury was appointed
Professor of Physics at the Virginia Military Institute.
Maury embarked on a series of exhausting lecture tours and wrote a best-selling school
textbook which provided him with the financial security his family needed. Mathew Fontaine
Maury died on the 1st February 1873, his last words were
"All is well."

The September 2020 edition of the United States
Magazine Oceanography reassessed Maury’s
important scientific contribution in the context of
his support for The Confederacy and slavery in the
American Civil War.

Oceanography Magazine September 2020

Apologists for Maury might point out that, although a Southerner who resigned his naval
commission to support the Confederacy, he did not own slaves himself. While true, this
ignores the vigorous and consistent efforts he made to support and extend the institution of
slavery. From the 1830s, he wrote a series of influential articles advocating assertive
American military policy rooted in his proslavery beliefs (Karp, 2011, 2016; Johnson, 2013).

By the 1850s, he was pursuing a concerted program of publication and lobbying to
encourage US exploration in South America with the design of expanding the American
system of racial slavery to that region and with the hope of resolving political tensions
building between the North and South over the issue of slavery’s expansion within the United
States (Verney, 2020).
Maury’s efforts to expand the slave nation outlasted his service in the US Navy. His war-era
work in Britain as a Confederate government agent so angered the American merchant
mariners who had provided data for his wind and current charts that the Salem
[Massachusetts] Marine Society turned its portrait of him upside down and around to face
the wall (Grady, 2015; Figure 5).
As the war ended in Southern defeat, Maury feared arrest for treason if he returned to the
United States, so he switched flags again, working in the service of Maximilian I of Mexico to
establish a “New Virginia” in Mexico, arranging customs waivers, tax exemptions, and land
grants to entice Southerners to move and take their enslaved laborers with them (Majewski

and Wahlstrom, 2012; Wahlstrom, 2015). Maury was so unwilling to let slavery go that
friends found it hard to convince him emancipation was already a fact, and formerly enslaved
Americans would not willingly move to Mexico to perpetuate their bondage. Maury returned
to the United States only in 1868, after Maximilian’s regime collapsed and after enough
other Confederate officers received paroles for their treason that he felt safe to do so
(Majewski and Wahlstrom, 2012).

Despite support of slavery by many of Maury’s background and social class, arguments
against slavery existed from early in American history, and they were gaining tremendous
traction during his time (Varon, 2010). Even some among Maury’s own large but tightly knit
Southern family recognized slavery as a moral wrong. In January 1851, Maury’s Virginia
cousin Mary B. Blackford wrote to him about his proposal to bring American slavery to
Brazil, declaring, “my heart sickened, yes! If a heart could bleed, mine did when I thought
that one so near me had proposed this mighty wrong.” Blackford urged him to use his
influence to support abolition. He ignored her advice, instead working for the next 17 years
to perpetuate and export racial slavery. This puts him beyond even the common racism of his
time, because he not only believed in the slave system, but acted aggressively in its support
and wrote virulently about white supremacy.
This goal of extending the slave system thus was neither a brief blip in a career otherwise
dedicated to science, nor separate from that science itself. Maury’s scientific efforts, though
international in their aims, were always intended to further the commercial agenda of the
United States as a global imperial power.

While conducting science in the national interest is not unusual, in Maury’s case that mission
included human bondage. To remember Maury’s science without accounting for its shadows
presents a misleading and revisionist version of his history.

Maury for Modern Times: Navigating a Racist Legacy in Ocean Science.
Penelope K Hardy and Helen M. Rozwadowski.

If the soul of Captain Nemo represents the tremendous conflict of America with America
itself, for the abolition of slavery then that soul must include Mathew Fontaine Maury.

The Souls of Captain Nemo.
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Admiral Raphael Semmes (1809-1877)
–CAPTAIN OF THE CSS ALABAMA OF BIRKENHEAD –
–BURNED 52 UNIONIST SHIPS IN THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR –
–CONDEMNED AS A PIRATE BY ABRAHAM LINCOLN –
–AUTHOR – PHILOSOPHER – NATURAL HISTORIAN –
–PROFESSOR OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY AND ENGLISH LITERATURE –
–TACTICAL AND MILITARY GENIUS –
–SUPPORTER OF THE INSTITUTION OF SLAVERY –
–APPEARS TO HAVE REPENTED HIS SINS IN THE WRITINGS OF JULES VERNE–

Had he been one of the heroes of that terrible American Civil War, that frightful but forever
glorious battle….?
Jules Verne of Captain Nemo ‘Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea’ (1869)

Raphael Semmes was a Confederate Admiral in the
American Civil War (1861-65) and Captain of the notorious
Confederate Commerce raider the CSS Alabama, a ship built
at the John Laird shipyard at Birkenhead, England and
launched in July 1862.

Raphael Semmes (1809-1877)
The Pirate Semmes
Raphael Semmes became one of the most infamous
combatants of the American Civil War and was known as
‘The Pirate Semmes’. He was responsible for the burning of
52 Union merchant vessels but was not responsible for a
single loss of life.
Prisoners were either transferred to passing ships, taken to the
nearest port, or literally stranded on desert islands. The CSS
Alabama was finally sunk by the USS Kearsarge off the coast
of Cherbourg, France on June 19th, 1864.

Raphael Harcourt Semmes was born on September 27th,
1809, at Charles County, Maryland, the son of Richard
Thompson Semmes and Catherine Middleton. The early
death of his parents meant that by the age of fourteen
Raphael Semmes and his younger brother Samuel went to
live with their father’s brother, also called Raphael.

Raphael Semmes (1809-1877)

The young Raphael Semmes became an avid reader of classical history, philosophy natural
history and the biographies of famous writers and poets. At the age of fourteen he decided to
enter the United States Navy.

In 1826, with the help of another uncle, Benedict Semmes, the 17-year-old Raphael Semmes
gained a commission as a midshipman. Over the next four years Semmes served on the sloop
of war Erie and the frigate Brandywine (formerly named Susquehanna) visiting the
Caribbean, the coast of South America and the Mediterranean. Semmes used periods of shore
leave to train as a lawyer – a qualification that would serve him well in the four years of the
American Civil War.

In 1837 Semmes married Ann Elizabeth Spencer, the daughter of a Protestant Methodist
preacher and devout abolitionist. By the end of 1841 Semmes moved his young family to the
Deep South where he bought land on the outskirts of Mobile, Alabama. The family put down
roots in a house he christened Prospect Hill and the couple went on to have six children.

Between 1846 and November 1847,
Raphael Semmes saw fifteen months of
almost continuous service in the Mexican
American War. Semmes joined General
Winfield Scott’s army in the siege of
Mexico City.

S

Scott Rides into Mexico City (1847)

During this time, Semmes kept meticulous journals and spent long periods of time studying
the history, landscapes and culture of the country of Mexico as it underwent a catastrophic
defeat by the United States.

Towards the end of the conflict, Raphael Semmes and a young
army Lieutenant launched artillery shells from the roof of a
church on to the besieged Mexico City. The irony of once
working hand in hand with a young Ulysses S Grant, would not
be lost on Raphael Semmes and perhaps not even on Jules
Verne.

Ulysses S Grant in 1844
For Raphael Semmes the swift victory resulted in commendations for his gallantry and the
almost guaranteed public success of his first book called Service Afloat and Abroad During
the Mexican War published in the summer of 1851. In the same year, and over four thousand
miles away, a young twenty-three-year-old French Author named Jules Verne was publishing
his first short story, the book was called The First Ships of the Mexican Navy.
In his biography of Semmes called Wolf of the Deep (2007) the
author Stephen Fox states;
As a writer, Semmes could never contain his omnivorous
curiosity. The book offered more pages on Mexican history,
society, lands, and climates than the war itself. But the
digressions were usually relevant, placing the conflict in a
layered context that expanded its meanings. Semmes’s accounts
of his own participation in the war were crisp and exciting
without being too self-serving….

…. He regretted the siege of Vera Cruz, his own bloody initiation, because the imprecise
cannon fire had caused so many civilian casualties. He heard women screaming during the
shelling – a sound he could not shake. Semmes’s worst villains were the American political
figures who, for selfish reasons of fame and career, had fermented the war and then exploited
its success.

The same officer who stood side by side with Semmes while aiming howitzers towards
Mexico City would concur.
For myself, I was bitterly opposed to the measure,
and to this day regard the war, which resulted, as
one of the most unjust ever waged by a stronger
against a weaker nation. It was an instance of a
republic following the bad example of European
monarchies, in not considering justice in their desire
to acquire additional territory.
U

Ulysses S Grant Memoirs 1885.

Jules Verne’s would concur with both Semmes and Grant in his own comments about the
European influence on the American Civil War in From the Earth to the Moon (1865).
Simple tradesmen jumped their counters to become extemporised captains, colonels, and
generals, without having ever passed the School of Instruction at West Point; nevertheless;
they quickly rivalled their compeers of the old continent, and, like them, carried off victories
by dint of lavish expenditure in ammunition, money and men.
Jules Verne From the Earth to the Moon (1865).
In the decade after the Mexican American War, Raphael Semmes was mainly confined to
home leave and used the time to develop his law practice in Mobile Alabama.
In 1858 Semmes’s career took a different path as he was appointed as a lighthouse inspector
for the Lighthouse Board in Maryland. Lighthouses in general, and Bidston Lighthouse,
Birkenhead in particular, will provide extraordinary twists of fate in both the real and
imaginary lives of Raphael Semmes.
At the outbreak of the American Civil War in April 1861,
Semmes resigned his commission from the navy and rode
south to join the Confederacy. At the Confederate Capital
of Richmond, Raphael Semmes met the new Confederate
President Jefferson Davis.

Jefferson Davis (1808-89)

Mr. Davis, the Provisional President, had preceded me to the capital, only a few days, and
my next step was to call upon him. I had known him in the city of Washington. He received
me kindly…
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).
Davis lost no time in putting Semmes’s talents to good use in procuring arms for the
Confederate States, from of all places, New York City.
Semmes’s family like many others, were divided by the American Civil War, his only brother
Samuel, joined the Unionist cause, while a cousin, Alexander Semmes became an officer in
the Union Navy. Semmes’s eldest sons Oliver and Spencer joined the Confederate Army,
Oliver resigning his commission at West Point. Semmes’s wife Anne decided to take the
younger children to live in the north for the duration of the war, initially staying with
Semmes’s brother Samuel. Raphael Semmes lamented that “even our blood relatives fall
away from us”.
My wife, with the instincts of a woman, a wife, and a mother, seemed to realize, as by
intuition, all the dangers and difficulties that lay before me. She had been hoping without
hope, that I would not be subjected to the bitter ordeal, but the die was now cast, and with a
few tears, and many prayers she nerved herself for the sacrifices, and trials that she knew
were before her. Her children were to be withdrawn from school, her comfortable home
broken up, and she was to return, penniless, to her people, to abide with them the fortunes of
a bloody, and a doubtful war.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).
Semmes urged Jefferson Davis to develop a navy reminiscent of that used by the United
States in the American War of Independence. One of the greatest heroes of that conflict had
been John Paul Jones, a heroic patriot to the Americans – but a common pirate to the British.
On April 22nd, 1788, Jones led a successful commando raid in
Whitehaven in Cumbria, England, he went on to become one
of the founders of the modern United States Navy.
Semmes would identify with John Paul Jones throughout his
career, but he detested being called a pirate. He believed that
he was part of a navy of a legitimate new government under
the instructions of its new President – Jefferson Davis.

History of Paul Jones, the Pirate.

Raphael Semmes looked close to home and began to convert an existing merchant ship into a
commerce raider.
Semmes was offered an unlikely looking
vessel called Habana and within days he
was in New Orleans overseeing its
conversion into the newly named CSS
Sumter the Confederate States’ first
warship.
The CSS Sumter
On the morning of June 30th, 1861, the CSS Sumter slipped out of New Orleans harbour and,
headed out to sea, Semmes recalls that the people of New Orleans were kind enough to wish
me a career full of “blazing honors.”

The evening of the escape of the Sumter was one of those Gulf evenings, which can only be
felt, and not described. The wind died gently away, as the sun declined, leaving a calm, and
sleeping sea, to reflect a myriad of stars. The sun had gone down behind a screen of purple,
and gold, and to add to the beauty of the scene, as night set in, a blazing comet, whose tail
spanned nearly a quarter of the heavens, mirrored itself within a hundred feet of our little
bark, as she ploughed her noiseless way through the waters. As I leaned on the carriage of a
howitzer on the poop of my ship, and cast a glance toward the quarter of the horizon whence
the land had disappeared, memory was busy with the events of the last few months. How
hurried, and confused they had been!
It seemed as though I had dreamed a dream, and found it difficult, upon waking, to unite the
discordant parts. A great government had been broken up, family ties had been severed, and
war—grim, ghastly war—was arraying a household against itself.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).

The Sumter running the
blockade of Pass a l’Outre by
the enemy’s Ship Brooklyn,
on the 30th June, 1861.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of
Service Afloat During the War
Between the States (1869).

Within three days the Sumter had come across her first victim The Golden Rocket of Bangor
Maine. The Golden Rocket was put to the flames on the evening of July 3rd 1861 - the first of
65 ships to fall victim to the ‘Pirate Semmes.’
“My duty is a painful one,” said I, “to destroy so noble a ship as yours, but I must discharge
it without vain regrets; and as for yourself, you will only have to do, as so many thousands
have done before you, submit to the fortunes of war—yourself and your crew will be well
treated on board my ship.” The prize bore the name of The Golden Rocket, was a fine bark,
nearly new, of about seven hundred tons, and was seeking, in ballast, a cargo of sugar in
some one of the Cuban ports.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).
In his memoirs Raphael Semmes describes in detail the burning of the Golden Rocket and
obligingly provides Jules Verne with more than enough evidence of his innate pyromania.
Here was a model of a letter of instruction—it meant “burn, sink, and destroy,” always, of
course, within the limits prescribed by the laws of nations, and with due attention to the laws
of humanity, in the treatment of prisoners. The reader will see, as we progress, that I gave the
“implicit obedience” which had been promised, to these instructions, and that if greater
results were not accomplished, it was the fault of the Sumter, and not of her commander.

The wind, by this time, had become very light, and the night was pitch-dark—the darkness
being of that kind, graphically described by old sailors, when they say, you may cut it with a
knife. I regret that I cannot give to the reader the picture of the burning ship, as it presented
itself to the silent, and solemn watchers on board the Sumter as they leaned over her
hammock rails to witness it. The boat, which had been sent on this errand of destruction, had
pulled out of sight, and her oars ceasing to resound, we knew that she had reached the
doomed ship, but so impenetrable was the darkness, that no trace of either boat, or ship
could be seen, although the Sumter was distant only a few hundred yards. Not a sound could
be heard on board the Sumter, although her deck was crowded with men. Every one seemed
busy with his own thoughts, and gazing eagerly in the direction of the doomed ship,
endeavoring, in vain, to penetrate the thick darkness. Suddenly, one of the crew exclaimed,
“There is the flame! She is on fire!” The decks of this Maine-built ship were of pine, calked
with old-fashioned oakum, and paid with pitch; the wood-work of the cabin was like so much
tinder, having been seasoned by many voyages to the tropics, and the forecastle was stowed
with paints, and oils. The consequence was, that the flame was not long in kindling, but
leaped, full-grown, into the air, in a very few minutes after its first faint glimmer had been
seen. The boarding officer, to do his work more effectually, had applied the torch
simultaneously in three places, the cabin, the mainhold, and the forecastle; and now the
devouring flames rushed up these three apertures, with a fury which nothing could resist. The
burning ship, with the Sumter’s boat in the act of shoving off from her side; the Sumter
herself, with her grim, black sides, lying in repose like some great sea-monster, gloating upon

the spectacle, and the sleeping sea, for there was scarce a ripple upon the water, were all
brilliantly lighted. The indraught into the burning ship’s holds, and cabins, added every
moment new fury to the flames, and now they could be heard roaring like the fires of a
hundred furnaces, in full blast. The prize ship had been laid to, with her main-topsail to the
mast, and all her light sails, though clewed up, were flying loose about the yards. The forked
tongues of the devouring element, leaping into the rigging, newly tarred, ran rapidly up the
shrouds, first into the tops, then to the topmast-heads, thence to the top-gallant, and royal
mast-heads, and in a moment more to the trucks; and whilst this rapid ascent of the main
current of fire was going on, other currents had run out upon the yards, and ignited all the
sails. A top-gallant sail, all on fire, would now fly off from the yard, and sailing leisurely in
the direction of the light breeze that was fanning, rather than blowing, break into bright, and
sparkling patches of flame, and settle, or rather silt into the sea. The yard would then follow,
and not being wholly submerged by its descent into the sea, would retain a portion of its
flame, and continue to burn, as a floating brand, for some minutes. At one time, the intricate
net-work of the cordage of the burning ship was traced, as with a pencil of fire, upon the
black sky beyond, the many threads of flame twisting, and writhing, like so many serpents
that had received their death wounds. The mizzen-mast now went by the board, then the foremast, and in a few minutes afterward, the great main-mast tottered, reeled, and fell over the
ship’s side into the sea, making a noise like that of the sturdy oak of the forests when it falls
by the stroke of the axeman.
By the light of this flambeau, upon the lonely and silent sea, lighted of the passions of bad
men who should have been our brothers, the Sumter, having aroused herself from her dream
of vengeance, and run up her boats, moved forward on her course. The captain of the Golden
Rocket watched the destruction of his ship from the quarter-deck of the Sumter, apparently
with the calm eye of a philosopher, though, doubtless, he felt the emotions which the true
sailor always feels, when he looks upon the dying agonies of his beloved ship, whether she be
broken up by the storm, or perish in any other way
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).
Between July and December 1861, the cruise of the CSS Sumter yielded seventeen Unionist
‘prizes’ of which seven were burned on the high seas. Semmes would sail under false colours
and in true piratical style hoist the Confederate flag at the last minute before firing a cannon
shot across the victim’s bow. The qualified lawyer would request the ships papers to be
brought to him and if there was no neutral cargo on board the vessel, she would be consigned
to the flames.
Raphael Semmes was aware of the Sumter’s limitations as a commerce raider, the little
steamer at just over 470 tons only had enough coal for eight days sailing. She was also slow
under sail as the ship’s propeller would drag when not in use. Furthermore, the Sumter’s
firepower comprised of just four 32-pounder smoothbores, and an 8-inch shell gun, more than
adequate to hold up a merchant ship but woefully below what was needed in a naval battle.

The ship was also a victim of its own success and became severely overcrowded with
prisoners, many of whom were forced to sleep on deck until a friendly port of call or ship
could be found.
I have the honor to inform you, that I have on board this ship forty-three prisoners of war—
late the crews of a ship, a bark, and a schooner, property of citizens of the United States,
burned by me on the high seas.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).
After a cruise around the Atlantic and the Caribbean lasting a little over six months, the CSS
Sumter sailed into Gibraltar harbour and was subsequently surrounded by Union warships.

C.S.S. Sumter burning the
Neapolitan off Gibraltar,
January 1863.

Semmes reaction was pragmatic
when faced with overwhelming
odds against him. He put the
Sumter up for sale, paid off his
crew, embarked on a guided tour
of Gibraltar and walked away.
Raphael Semmes and the
Officers of the CSS Sumter.

Arriving at the entrance of the famous “galleries” situated about half-way up the Rock, we
dismounted, and dived into the bowels of Mother Earth.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).

The CSS Sumter was later bought by Fraser Trenholm and Co, the ‘Bankers to the
Confederacy’ of Liverpool, England and converted into a blockade runner at Wallasey Pool,
Birkenhead (Lake Grant in Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island). The new blockade runner was
renamed the CSS Gibraltar and successfully delivered two of the largest defensive guns of
the Civil War to the Port of Charleston. The pair of 22-ton Blakely cannon were far too large
for the ship’s hold, so the muzzles were disguised as a second and third ship’s funnel. No one
could accuse the Confederate States Navy of not being resourceful.
The historian Wade G Dudley would say of Semmes;
Sumter’s six-month pillaging voyage through the Caribbean and across the Atlantic to Spain
may not have been possible under anyone but Semmes. His extraordinary knowledge of the
ocean, coastlines, weather and shipping lanes, coupled with superb navigational skills,
allowed him to find his targets and survive the vicissitudes of the sea. His ship-handling skills
and tactical acumen allowed him to escape Union warships. Though Semmes’ belief in harsh
discipline earned him a reputation as a bit of a martinet, his leadership skills melded officers
and crews of often-disparate nationalities into an effective team.
Perhaps the last words on the CSS Sumter should be left to Raphael Semmes himself.
Our little craft running along their base, in the bluest and deepest of water, looked like a
mere cockle-shell or Nautilus.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).
Raphael Semmes was momentarily without a ship, but he would not have to wait long before
another was provided for him, and this time it would be an entirely different proposition – a
purpose-built commerce raider built by the world’s finest shipyard – Laird Brothers of
Tranmere, Birkenhead, England.

Laird Brother’s Shipyard of Birkenhead c1862

Semmes and his first officer, John Mckintosh Kell, left Gibraltar fully expecting to return
home to the Confederate States. However, James Dunwoody Bulloch had been busy in the
intervening period procuring two new ships on the banks of the River Mersey, the first the
Oreto was constructed at the yards of Miller and Sons of Toxteth, Liverpool, the second the
Enrica was rapidly taking shape across the river at Lairds shipyard of Birkenhead.
Renamed the CSS Florida and CSS
Alabama respectively, both ships would
play a role, not only in the American Civil
War but in Jules Verne’s novel Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.
T
The Oreto / CSS Florida.

Laird’s shipyard of Tranmere, Birkenhead launched the Enrica or ‘Lairds 290’ on July 29,
1862. The unionist Consul in Liverpool Thomas Haines Dudley had at the last moment been
successful in securing papers for her impoundment however the papers fell into the hands of
an official who suddenly went mad and took the papers with him to a lunatic asylum – the
papers were not recovered in time.
A telegram possibly sent via Bidston Lighthouse, Birkenhead, ordered the vessel not to leave
port, but was not received. The Enrica entered the Mersey with a ladies’ tea party on board,
and immediately headed out for the open sea, the ladies were unceremoniously offloaded at
Holyhead. The Enrica’s temporary charge, Captain Mathew J Butcher sailed northwards and
out into the Atlantic. Butcher’s next stop would be the designated rendezvous point of the
island of Terceira in the Azores, where the Enrica would pick up arms and men, and one man
in particular – Captain Raphael Semmes.
Bullock had contracted for, and superintended the building of the Alabama, and was now
going with me, to be present at the christening of his bantling. I am indebted to him, as well
the Messrs. Laird, for a very perfect ship of her class.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).
Raphael Semmes and James Dunwoody Bulloch both arrived in Terceira on August 20th,
1862 aboard the ship Bahama and supervised the outfitting of the ship with munitions and
cannon. The new captain and his 23 officers wore the new grey coats of the Confederate
States Navy. There was a commissioning ceremony and Semmes read out a message from the
Confederate States President Jefferson Davis. Semmes then had one pressing task and that
was to convince the largely British crew to stay on board and sail the ship.

The crew, comprising about sixty persons, who had been picked up, promiscuously, about the
streets of Liverpool, were as unpromising in appearance, as things about the decks. What
with faces begrimed with coal dust, red shirts, and blue shirts, Scotch caps, and hats, brawny
chests exposed, and stalwart arms naked to the elbows, they looked as little like the crew of a
man-of-war, as one can well conceive. Still there was some physique among these fellows,
and soap, and water, and clean shirts would make a wonderful difference in their
appearance.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).

Semmes gave a rousing speech to his crew, and
mindful that the ‘cause’ may not convince them,
he offered ‘double pay’ and ‘prize money’ to be
paid in gold at the end of the cruise. His oratory
and promise of adventure and combat persuaded
eighty-three young men to sign on – Semmes
had his first crew, and his own purpose built
‘pirate ship’ – the CSS Alabama.
W
The ‘desert island’ of Terceira.

Lairds had gone out of their way to make the
Alabama one of the finest ships afloat. At
1,050 tonnes and 220 feet in length her slender
design and retractable propeller meant that she
could outrun most Unionist warships and
merchantmen. In Semmes’s parlance ‘she put
her seven league boots on’ and showed her
pursuers a ‘clean pair of heels’.
T

The CSS Alabama

Captain Raphael Semmes
aboard the CSS Alabama Capetown, South Africa 1863.

The CSS Alabama was heavily armed with a 100 pounder Blakely rifled cannon and six
smoothbore 32 pounder cannon. The hold was large enough for ten days supply of coal,
however Semmes preferred to use sail and the ships boilers would rarely come into play
when chasing a merchant ship.
A state-of-the-art water condenser provided pure fresh water and the ship’s funnel telescoped
down to a low level to give the appearance of a fully rigged sailing ship. Largely due to the
water distillation apparatus and his own exceptional maritime knowledge, Raphael Semmes
did not suffer a single fatality due to sickness from the total of over 500 crew members and
2,000 prisoners that sailed aboard the CSS Alabama over a period of nearly two years.
The Alabama's motto: Aide-toi et Dieu t'aidera (French for "God helps those who help
themselves") was engraved in bronze on the great double ship's wheel.
After leaving Terceira, Semmes decided to head for the nearby North Atlantic Whaling
grounds in search of Unionist whaling ships.
I resolved to strike a blow at the enemy’s whalefishery, off the Azores.
Whale oil was the United States second largest
export commodity after cotton and by striking a
blow at the U.S whaling fleet, Raphael Semmes
would be reducing the funds of the United States
Treasury to buy armaments and warships of its
own.

CSS Alabama burns the Whaler
Virginia, September 17th 1862.

As an expert on ocean currents, and in many ways the
disciple of his great friend the oceanographer, Matthew
Fontaine Maury, Raphael Semmes knew exactly the
location of the ocean corridors that his ship could
straddle to intercept the American whaling fleet. It was
not long before the ocean currents obligingly brought
Raphael Semmes his first prize.

Raphael Semmes (seated) and the Father of Modern
Oceanography Mathew Fontaine Maury c1861.

Semmes flew the British flag as he approached the Ocmulgee, and the Yankee whaler,
complete with a half-dismembered sperm whale alongside, responded by raising the Stars and
Stripes. Semmes, in true pirate fashion instantly raised the Confederate flag. The Alabama
fired a warning shot to bring the unfortunate prize to a halt.
Semmes’s message for the Captain was simple.
Every whale you strike will put money into the Federal treasury, and strengthen the hands of
your people to carry on the war. I am afraid I must burn your ship.”
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War between the States. (1869)
The Ocmulgee burned later that night. In the next few weeks, several more whalers were
subsequently put to the torch.

Harpers’ Weekly February 1863.

On October 9th, 1862, Raphael Semmes captured a ship the Tonawanda, with an enslaved
African named David Henry White on board. Semmes immediately saw the irony of
capturing a slave from a northern ship and immediately took ‘possession’ of White and put
him on the payroll of the CSS Alabama at the going rate for his class (i.e. double pay in
gold).

…I caused his name to be entered on the books of the ship, as one of the crew, and allowed
him the pay of his grade. In short, no difference was made between him and the white waiters
of the mess…
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869)

In his biography of Raphael Semmes Wolf of the Deep Stephen Fox writes;
The New York Herald ran the story under an outraged headline: “The Pirate Steals a
Colored Boy from the Tonawanda.” Also characterized by Semmes as cheerful and willing,
White remained with the ship and received the wages of his station. Snatched as a slave yet
paid as a freedman, he did not try to escape despite many later chances in foreign ports.
Wolf of the Deep – Raphael Semmes and the Notorious Confederate Raider CSS Alabama,
Stephen Fox (2007)

Semmes does not mention David Henry White again in his memoirs, this is unfortunate as
White would be one of those 26 crew members to tragically drown following the sinking of
the CSS Alabama on June 19th 1864. The Historian Stephen Fox would simply write
David White freed at last.
The author Jules Verne, however, would certainly not forget David White nor the irony of
Raphael Semmes defending the ‘benign institution of slavery’. No matter how well treated, a
slave is still a slave, and as Jules Verne will show, the beneficent treatment of one can so
efficiently mask the suffering and pain of so many others.
As a supporter of British Imperialism, Raphael Semmes also believed that India should never
be free of British rule, particularly after the events of the 1857 Indian (Sepoy) Mutiny.
The moral conquest of India, by the British people, is even more remarkable and more
admirable than its physical conquest. Since their last Indian war, the whole country, from
one end of it to the other, has settled down in the most profound peace…
…India will never become adolescent in this sense. She will remain indefinitely a prosperous
ward in chancery—the guardian and the ward living amicably together, and each sharing the
prosperity of the other.
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869)
The thoughts of Raphael Semmes on India will, of course, be mercilessly lampooned by Jules
Verne.
On 11th January 1863, in order to disrupt the
Unionist siege of Galveston, the CSS Alabama
entered the Gulf of Mexico. Raphael Semmes
successfully drew out the warship USS Hatteras
and engaged the enemy…. the Hatteras sank
within eleven minutes. Semmes rescued the
entire crew and later put them ashore unharmed.
The Destruction of the USS Hatteras.

One year later, in 1864, the author, Jules Verne would release the first book in his series of
novels entitled the Voyages Extraordinaires, the book, about a polar explorer sailing from
Birkenhead in search of the North Pole would be entitled The Adventures of Captain
Hatteras.

Over a nearly two year tour of duty at sea the CSS
Alabama boarded nearly 450 vessels and captured or
burned 65 Union merchant ships in three oceans, all
without ever visiting a single southern port. She was
immortalised in the sea shanty Roll Alabama Roll and after
visiting Cape Town in 1863, the Afrikaan song Daar Kom
Die Alibama.
Nautical Song to the Gallant Captain Semmes.

The exploits of Semmes and his pirate crew often
made the front pages of popular journals such as
Harper’s Weekly. His crew had a reputation for
stealing personal belongings although after the
Civil War ended, no one came forward to confirm
this as true. Nevertheless, Semmes was reviled
and feared in the north and worshipped in the
south.

The Approach of the British Pirate “Alabama”
Harpers Weekly April 23rd 1863.

In early 1864 Semmes had entered Singapore harbour to find dozens of American ships idle
as merchants switched to vessels of other nationalities. In many ways the lack of prizes in the
Indian Ocean was directly attributable to Semmes’s own success, there was a problem
though, the Alabama, like her Captain was beginning to show signs of age.

The poor old Alabama was not now what she had been then. She was like the wearied foxhound, limping back after a long chase, foot-sore, and longing for quiet and repose. Her
commander, like herself, was well-nigh worn down. Vigils by night and by day, the storm and
the drenching rain, the frequent and rapid change of climate, now freezing, now melting or
broiling, and the constant excitement of the chase and capture, had laid, in the three years of
war he had been afloat, a load of a dozen years on his shoulders. The shadows of a sorrowful
future, too, began to rest upon his spirit.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War between the States. (1869)

The copper plates on the hull of the Alabama, once so instrumental in helping it glide across
the sea, were now warped and dangling, severely reducing her speed and ability to capture
enemy ships. In March 1864 the Alabama entered Capetown Harbour, it was to be her last
port of call before heading to Cherbourg, France for essential repairs.

By now the course of the American Civil War had turned
decisively in favour of the Unionist forces, the northern press
had vilified Semmes as a ‘pirate’ and there was now the real
threat of a death sentence hanging over the crew of the CSS
Alabama. The historic cartoons of the publishing houses now
took on a much more ominous tone for Raphael Semmes and
his crew of English pirates.

The Pirate Semmes “I am here.”

On June 11th, 1864 Semmes sailed into Cherbourg Harbour to massive public excitement.
The news was telegraphed around Europe and within three days the USS Kearsarge under the
command of Captain John Winslow had briefly entered the harbour at Cherbourg before
taking up a blockading position three miles offshore.

The USS Kearsarge

Captain John Winslow (1811-73)

Raphael Semmes sent a message to Winslow
"my intention is to fight the Kearsarge as soon as I can make the necessary arrangements. I
hope these will not detain me more than until to-morrow or the morrow morning at farthest. I
beg she will not depart until I am ready to go out. I have the honor to be Your obedient
servant, R. Semmes, Captain."

On the morning of June 19th 1864, the Alabama steamed out of Cherbourg Harbour while a
crowd of up to 19,000 spectators lined the clifftops, some bought in by special excursion
trains from Paris. Among the watching crowd was the artist Edouard Manet who was
determined to depict the ensuing battle on canvas. The anticipated conflict, - the last
traditional battle in the Age of Sail, took place some seven miles out of Cherbourg Harbour.

The Alabama opened the firing and the two vessels
proved on first blows to be fairly evenly matched. A
shell from the Alabama landed in the stern post of the
Kearsarge and failed to explode due to a damp fuse,
such is the narrow dividing line between defeat and
victory.
The Battle of Cherbourg 19th June 1864.

Winslow had protected the sides of the
Kearsarge with over 700 linear feet of
anchor chains concealed behind wooden
boards – many of the Alabama’s direct hits if
they did explode were only doing superficial
damage to the hull.
The Battle of the USS Kearsarge and the
CSS Alabama from a lithograph of 1887.

The end was inevitable, and after little over an hour of
battle, the CSS Alabama began to sink beneath the waves
of the English Channel. Semmes raised the white flag and
slightly wounded in the right arm, threw his sword into the
sea and shouted;
Farewell Excalibur, thy grave is with the Alabama.
Semmes leapt into the full swell of the sea, with his second
in command John Mackintosh Kell by his side. Kell
managed to get into a boat fairly quickly, but Semmes has
disappeared from view.
The Sinking of the Alabama by Dean Mosher

The CSS Alabama had not left Cherbourg Harbour alone
but had been followed out at a respectful distance by a
British yacht which ‘just happened to be in the area.’
The Deerhound was a pleasure steamer belonging to the
Royal Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead. It
immediately sent its boats out in search of Semmes and
his crew.
The Battle of the Kearsarge and the Alabama by
Edouard Manet (1864) – the Deerhound is top right.

The Deerhound’s owner John Lancaster then released his boats to pluck the survivors of the
Alabama from the rough waters of the English Channel.
Raphael Semmes, by now severely weakened, was pulled
out of the water by Henry Adams, the son of the keeper at
Bidston Lighthouse at Birkenhead. Bidston Lighthouse of
course plays the role of the volcano Mount Franklin in Jules
Verne’s Mysterious Island. Semmes’s papers were rescued
by fellow seaman Michael Mars and returned to him.
The Deerhound then set sail straight for Southampton where
Semmes and his defeated crew were treated to a hero’s
welcome.
Boat of the British yacht "Deerhound" rescuing Captain
Raphael Semmes, 1864.

The next day Semmes was met at Southampton by James
Dunwoody Bulloch, the Confederate spy and mastermind behind the
construction of the CSS Alabama. With him was the Confederate
sympathiser the Reverend Francis Tremlett of Belsize Park, London.
The Reverend Tremlett was also a member of the Royal Mersey
Yacht Club at Tranmere Birkenhead.

Francis William Tremlett

Tremlett had previously presented Semmes with a fine Houllier-Blanchard revolver.
The inscription reads
“Presented to Captain
Raphael Semmes,
Belsize Park, 14 May
1862.”

Houllier-Blanchard
Presentation Case.

Abraham Lincoln’s Secretary of State, William Seward was furious at the flight of Captain
Raphael Semmes to Southampton. Semmes had indeed shown William Seward a clean pair
of heels and escaped to England aboard an English yacht the Deerhound of the Royal Mersey
Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead.
Seward could not hide his anger and in a strongly worded letter to the American ambassador
in London, Charles Francis Adams on July 8th 1864, he wrote;
…the presence and the proceedings of a British yacht, the Deerhound, at the battle, require
explanation. On reading the statements which have reached this government, it seems
impossible to doubt that the Deerhound went out to the place of conflict by concert and
arrangement with the commander of the Alabama, and with at least a conditional purpose of
rendering her aid and assistance. She did effectually render such aid by rescuing the
commander of the Alabama and a portion of his crew from the pursuit of the Kearsarge, and
by furtively and clandestinely conveying them to Southampton, within British jurisdiction.

Moreover, we are informed from Paris, that the Deerhound, before going out, received from
Semmes, and that she subsequently conveyed away to England, a deposit of money, and other
valuables, of which Semmes, in his long piratical career, had despoiled numerous American
merchantmen.”
William Seward letter to the American Ambassador in Britain, Charles Francis Adams.

Raphael Semmes was equally belligerent and stated in his memoirs.
…. they had taken Billy’s measure to a fraction ….. and call our cruisers, “corsairs,” or
“pirates.”..
….Great rejoicing was had in Yankeedom, when it was known that the Alabama had been
beaten. Shouts of triumph rent the air, and bonfires lighted every hill. But along with the
rejoicing there went up a howl of disappointed rage, that I had escaped being made a
prisoner. The splendid victory of their iron-clad over a wooden ship was shorn of half its
brilliancy. Mr. Seward was in a furor of excitement; and as for poor Mr. Adams, he lost his
head entirely. He even conceived the brilliant idea of demanding that I should be delivered
up to him by the British Government.
Raphael Semmes – Memoirs of Surface Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).

To add even more spice to the surreal nature of our adventure, we now have Abraham
Lincoln’s Secretary of State, William Seward, stating that there is a large amount of missing
‘valuables’ and that it was last seen on a Birkenhead based yacht heading back to Britain.
Whatever the truth about missing ‘Confederate gold’, the fact is the ‘pirate’ Raphael Semmes
and William Seward will resume their feud at the start of our fifth novel.

Raphael Semmes was then taken to London where he was
treated to dinner at the London flat of the shipbuilder John
Laird, so completing a trio of Royal Mersey Yacht Club
members of Tranmere, Birkenhead, who had seemingly been
entrusted with the post battle welfare of Raphael Semmes.

John Laird (1805-74)

Once recovered, Tremlett forged a passport for Semmes under the name of ‘Raymond Smith’
and together with Tremlett’s sister, Louisa and two other friends, they took Semmes on a
European tour to Belgium and the Swiss Alps.
It is here that it is generally accepted that Semmes and Louisa Tremlett began a passionate
love affair. Semmes’s admission to this adultery will be confirmed by the use of his own
‘pirate code’ in our fifth novel.
Stephen Fox in his biography of Semmes Wolf of the Deep (2007) takes up the story.
On the fifth of September they took a train from Geneva to Paris, “where we remained for a
week and did the city.”
On September 15th the rest of the party left for England. Semmes remained in Paris for a few
days longer, perhaps preferring the more discrete safety of travelling alone after the
conspicuous company of his English friends. While he stayed on, Semmes received a letter
from his faithful clerk, Breedlove Smith, in Liverpool asking for instructions. “My movements
will be so uncertain for some weeks yet,” Semmes wrote him, “that I think that you had better
not wait longer for me, but make the best of your way home by the first opportunity that
offers.”
Wolf of the Deep Stephen Fox (2007)
Semmes returned to London in late September, he left his journals for safekeeping with
Francis and Louisa Tremlett – a deep measure of the trust he had in their household. One
alternative explanation is that Raphael Semmes left his ship’s journals, not with the Tremletts
in London, but with the French author Jules Verne in Paris to become the literary template for
his new novel 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. Jules Verne had one problem - as a great friend
of the militant abolitionist Victor Hugo, how would Verne deal with the pro-slavery and
racist views of the Confederate ‘pirate’ Raphael Semmes?

Raphael Semmes and His Support of Slavery.
The character of Captain Nemo is a metaphor for America in the Civil War – a country
at war with itself for the abolition of slavery.

Captain Nemo’s soul is therefore 50% Unionist and 50% Confederate – these figures
cannot change.

As we have seen, Nemo’s soul is made up from many historical figures from both sides
of the conflict, some named by Jules Verne in 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea … and
others not named but alluded to by the very definite clues given.

The most important individual to contribute to Captain Nemo’s soul is the Confederate
pirate and racist Raphael Semmes, but even he makes up less than half the whole.

Nemo’s name after all means ‘nobody’ in Latin.

To Jules Verne, the adventures of the Birkenhead built Nautilus and the Birkenhead
built CSS Alabama are virtually one and the same and will be seen as such when we look
at his 1869 masterpiece 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.

In terms of explaining literary relationships and historical context, Jules Verne impels
us, where necessary to refer to Raphael Semmes quite simply as being Captain Nemo.

Jules Verne will mold the character of Captain Nemo as the ‘alter ego’ (opposite
personality) of Raphael Semmes. Whereas Semmes is pro-slavery – Nemo is antislavery.

Raphael Semmes called all abolitionists ‘fanatics’. Captain Nemo will therefore become
a fanatical abolitionist fighting against slavery and racial oppression wherever he finds
it.

In his memoirs, Raphael Semmes praised the brutal crushing of a black workers’
insurrection in Jamaica – In 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, Captain Nemo will therefore
become an insurrectionist, actively funding rebellions amongst persecuted island races.

In his memoirs, Raphael Semmes stated that India should never be free from British
rule, Captain Nemo will therefore become the Indian Prince Dakkar – an Indian who
fought to be free from British rule.

And finally, in his memoirs, Raphael Semmes stated that he did not agree with
interracial marriage – in our fifth novel, a character based on Captain Raphael Semmes
will therefore marry a ‘woman of colour’.

Jules Verne’s masterpiece 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and Raphael Semmes’s
Memoirs Afloat During the War Between the States were published simultaneously in the
spring of 1869.

The hundreds of similarities about to be revealed between the two books means that
Jules Verne and the ‘Birkenhead Pirate’ undoubtedly collaborated.

The motive for this will become clear in the writings of Jules Verne – to accurately
record in the Christian tradition, the repentance of Raphael Semmes, and record his
attempts and the attempts of others, to make good the sins of Raphael Semmes in
supporting the institution of slavery in the American Civil War.

Raphael Semmes will follow that other captain of a ‘Liverpool slave ship’ - John
Newton, and, like John Newton, Semmes will ultimately ask us for our forgiveness.

John Newton atoned for his sins, by renouncing slavery and campaigning for the
abolition of the slave trade, he also wrote the inspired song Amazing Grace – one of the
great anthems of the modern American Civil Rights movement.

Just like Captain Nemo on the Mysterious Island, Raphael Semmes will atone in secret,
by helping others to create a newer fairer America. The hidden actions of Raphael
Semmes will ultimately help a reunified America take the lead on the world stage in the
manner that Abraham Lincoln would have wished.

Once the nature and scale of that atonement has been made widely known it will then
be up to the American people to decide whether Raphael Semmes, completely atoned
for his sins and is worthy of their forgiveness.

The Souls of Captain Nemo.
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The Souls of Captain Nemo.
John Lancaster
(1815-84)

-A MEMBER OF THE ROYAL MERSEY YACHT CLUB OF TRANMERE,
BIRKENHEAD-WIGAN BUSINESSMAN AND M.P.-CONFEDERATE SYMPATHISER-RESCUER OF RAPHAEL SEMMES (CAPTAIN NEMO)-ACCUSED OF RUNNING OFF WITH CONFEDERATE ‘VALUABLES’-

John Lancaster (1815 – 84) was a Wigan businessman and
resident of Hindley Hall, near Wigan, he was also a
member of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere,
Birkenhead,
Lancaster’s yacht The Deerhound, like the CSS Alabama
was built at Lairds shipyard of Birkenhead.

John Lancaster (1815 – 84)

Lancaster has a pivotal role in our
adventure as he was the man whose
private yacht, The Deerhound rescued
the’ ‘Birkenhead Pirate’ Raphael
Semmes (Captain Nemo) from the icy
waters of the English Channel after the
sinking of the CSS Alabama by the USS
Kearsarge on June 19th, 1864.

The USS Kearsarge, the Deerhound
(centre) and the CSS Alabama.

John Lancaster stated that he just ‘happened to be in the area’
and after plucking Semmes and 40 officers and crew from the
water, he landed them at Southampton to a hero’s welcome.
Abraham Lincoln’s Secretary of State, William Seward, was
furious that Semmes (Captain Nemo) had been allowed to
escape and accused John Lancaster of making a prearranged
deal with the ‘pirate’ prior to the fateful sea battle.

The Rescue of Raphael Semmes.

In a strongly worded letter to Charles Francis Adams, the American Ambassador in London,
dated July 8th, 1864, William Seward wrote.
It seems impossible to doubt that the Deerhound went out to the
place of conflict by concert and arrangement with the
commander of the Alabama, and at least with a conditional
purpose of rendering her aid and assistance. She did effectively
render such aid by rescuing the commander of the Alabama and
a portion of his crew from the pursuit of the Kearsarge and by
furtively and clandestinely conveying them to Southampton,
within British jurisdiction…

William Seward (1801-72)

… Once more, it is stated that the wounded pirates were received at once and cared for in a
national British naval hospital, in or near to Southampton.

The latter part of William Seward’s letter to Adams is far more pertinent to our story.
…Moreover, we are informed from Paris that the Deerhound before going out received from
Semmes, and that she subsequently conveyed away to England, a deposit of money and other
valuables of which Semmes in his long piratical career had despoiled numerous American
merchantmen…

Seward also makes it abundantly clear to Ambassador Adams that President Abraham
Lincoln was fully aware of the alleged ‘clandestine’ activities of John Lancaster, The
Deerhound and the existence of missing pirate ‘valuables.’

The President will expect you to carefully gather information, to weigh it well, and then to
make a proper representation to her Majesty’s government upon the whole subject I have
thus presented.
American Secretary of State William Seward – Letter to American Ambassador
Charles Francis Adams 8th July 1864 (Department of State. United States of America).

Arthur Sinclair, the fifth officer on board the CSS
Alabama, in his 1896 memoirs Two Years on the Alabama
gives far more detail as to the nature of the pirate
‘valuables’ that William Seward was referring to.
A considerable sum in gold was also at all times kept in
the strong box for emergencies, and tendered in payment
of ship’s bills if wanted… the stock of gold on hand at the
end of the cruise was much larger than at the outset, being
recruited by sale of the prize Sea Bride and cargo, and
also by smaller sums secured from prizes at sundry times.
Arthur Sinclair Two Years on the Alabama (1896)

In late March 1864 the CSS Alabama had sailed into Cape Town Harbour, and Arthur
Sinclair once again refers to the state of the Alabama’s strong box just a matter of weeks
before being sunk by the USS Kearsarge on 19th June 1864.
Two Years on the Alabama by Arthur Sinclair (1896).
….. On the subject of the Sea Bride we may mention that
our strong box was liberally filled with sovereigns at this
visit, the proceedings of the wool sale in England, part
cargo of the Tuscaloosa, transferred at Angra Pequefia
some months since. The Alabama is now as wealthy as a
bold buccaneer.
Arthur Sinclair Two Years on the Alabama (1896)

Arthur Sinclair (right) on the CSS Alabama.

If William Seward’s statement is correct, then the Alabama’s gold sovereigns were last seen
by his spies being transferred to a Birkenhead registered private yacht and therefore the
‘pirate gold’ is most likely to have ended up in Birkenhead.

The Alabama’s gold, however, was never accounted for and is just one more example of how
the sinking of the CSS Alabama remains a largely forgotten part of the American Civil War.

The later payment of over $15 million in compensation
by the British Government to the United States in the
Alabama Claims means that, unless otherwise stated, any
missing gold, is presumably the property of Her
Majesty’s Government of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland.

The Alabama Claims – Front Cover Harper’s Weekly
July 27th 1872.

John Lancaster later became the Liberal M.P. for Wigan and
from 1868-74 served under the Premiership of Liverpool
born Prime Minister William Gladstone. 1874 was the year
of publication of Jules Verne’s Birkenhead based novel The
Mysterious Island.
Close members of Gladstone’s own family at Hawarden
North Wales, were also prominent members of the Royal
Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead.

William Gladstone at Hawarden, North Wales (1877).
As for William Seward’s accusation that John Lancaster ran off with ‘Confederate gold’ - it
should be remembered for the rest of our story and our fifth novel that William Seward,
despite being a gifted politician, was often portrayed as a shambolic drunk, whose clothes
hung around his skinny limp frame as he trudged through the streets of Washington.
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Charles Prioleau (1827-87)

-A MEMBER OF THE ROYAL MERSEY YACHT CLUB OF TRANMERE,
BIRKENHEAD-NEW ORLEANS BUSINESSMAN AND ‘BANKER TO THE CONFEDERACY-SAID TO HAVE COMMISSIONED THE CANNON THAT FIRED THE FIRST SHOT OF
THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR-FUNDED THE BUILDING OF THE CSS ALABAMA -ORGANISER OF THE LIVERPOOL GRAND BAZAAR-

Charles Kuhn Prioleau was born on 15th April 1827
in Charleston, South Carolina. He served with
distinction with the US Army and in 1854 aged 27,
moved to Liverpool, England as Managing Partner of
the shipping and trading company Fraser, Trenholm
– the English branch of John Fraser and Company,
who were based in Charleston, South Carolina.

Charles Kuhn Prioleau (1827-87)

As a Senior Partner in the firm, Prioleau
was entitled to 5% of profits on both
imported cotton and exported manufactured
goods to and from the Southern states. This
allowed him to build up immense personal
wealth and take custodian ship of Allerton
Hall in South Liverpool.

Allerton Hall

Prior to the outbreak of American
Civil War, Prioleau had already
proved his passion for the southern
cause by donating a Blakely
cannon to the city of Charleston.
It was first used in action on 12th
April 1861 to fire on Fort Sumter
– the first shots of the American
Civil War.
Prioleau’s Cannon

Prioleau also offered the Confederate government cargo space on one of his ships, Bermuda,
as it completed the first run against the Union blockade in September 1861. Working from his
offices at Rumford Place, Liverpool, Charles Kuhn Prioleau was the main financier of the
Confederacy in Europe during the American Civil War. Prioleau’s role was to receive money
from the Confederate States and make it available to James Dunwoody Bulloch and others to
purchase both blockade runners and commerce raiders.

The most famous of these commerce raiders, the Birkenhead built CSS Alabama, would
inspire Jules Verne to create Captain Nemo’s Birkenhead built submarine the Nautilus in his
two major novels Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869) and The Mysterious
Island (1874).

In 2004 the Rumford Place Headquarters of the Confederacy in Liverpool was given Listed
Building Status due to the great historical associations with the American Civil War.

The Government body Historic England,
however, gave Listed Building status, not
to ‘Rumford Place’ but to the building’s
historical name…

… Nautilus House!

Nautilus House, Liverpool City Centre.

This building was in effect the Confederate Embassy in England.
Historic England. British Listed Buildings (2022).
Bulloch House and Alabama House…
and Nautilus House.

In the four years of the American Civil War, Charles Kuhn Prioleau helped acquire and outfit
some sixty-five ships which were subsequently engaged in blockade running and disrupting
Northern shipping as commerce raiders.
In 1862, Prioleau had built a large town house
at 19 Abercromby Square, Central Liverpool,
and furnished the interior with elaborate
artwork representing the state of South
Carolina.
The American press later erroneously claimed
the house was to be the residence in exile of
Confederate States President Jefferson Davis.
19 Abercromby Square.

Prioleau became a British citizen in 1863 but remained faithful to the southern cause
throughout the American Civil War. In 1864, he bought a large ocean-going yacht, the
'Ceres', for £5,500 and joined the Royal Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead. The
yacht was rumoured to have been used for gun running to the Confederacy.
On October 18th, 1864, Charles Kuhn Prioleau and his wife
Mary, organised 'The Grand Southern Bazaar' to support
Confederate wounded soldiers.
The event was held in Liverpool's St. George’s Hall and
followed a similar event held in New York on behalf of
northern prisoners of war.
John Laird, the builder of both the CSS Alabama and
Captain Nemo’s fictional Nautilus was present at the bazaar.
St George’s Hall Interior.

John Hussey in Cruisers, Cotton and the Confederates (2009) writes;
The range and the quantity of the items for sale was astonishing and as soon as a stall
became depleted of wares; it was immediately replenished from the numerous gifts that had
been donated from Paris, London, Liverpool and even sympathetic northerners from New
York sent items…

…The whole event raised £22,000 which was an inordinate
amount of money in those days and everybody was happy
to see it go to a good cause. The coming together of North
and South and the atmosphere of bonhomie throughout the
event was a constant theme as reported in the newspapers
and was perhaps symbolic of what was soon happening in
America. Both sides in the conflict were war-weary and the
North would soon achieve its aims of abolishing slavery
and preventing Southern separatism.

The real struggles were still to come and for the freed slaves would never be resolved for a
further century in the small civil war of the battles of the Civil Rights Movement. Still, it was
a start, and perhaps in some small way the Southern bazaar presaged the coming together of
North and South where it really mattered – in America.
John Hussey Cruisers, Cotton and the Confederates (2009)
At the end of the American Civil War, Prioleau’s company Fraser, Trenholm had to declare
bankruptcy as it was owed 170,000 pounds by the defunct Confederacy. The American
Secretary of State, William Seward, pursued a court case to reclaim funds from Charles
Prioleau and Fraser, Trenholm, & Co. Prioleau attempted to do a deal with the U.S.
government to receive £150,000 from asset sales, but Seward blocked it. Many financial
records of Fraser Trenholm were later destroyed (Christopher Williams, University of
Liverpool).
On the 28th July 1868, ex-Confederate President
Jefferson Davis and his family boarded the Adriatic at
Quebec and set sail for Liverpool. The Adriatic docked
in Liverpool on 4 August 1868, and the Davis family
was most probably met at the quayside by Charles
Kuhn Prioleau.

Jefferson Davis (1808-89)

In around 1870, Prioleau moved from Liverpool to Kensington in London, and formed
Prioleau & Co., a banking house. Later, he moved his banking business to Belgium.
Prioleau’s health deteriorated, and he returned to England, where, on 3 August 1887 at the
age of 60 he died at Brown's Hotel in London.
As a member of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead, the clandestine
activities of Charles Kuhn Prioleau add some of the greatest mysteries to our adventure.

The Souls of Captain Nemo.
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The Reverend Francis Tremlett
(1821-1913)
-A MEMBER OF THE ROYAL MERSEY YACHT CLUB OF TRANMERE,
BIRKENHEAD-RAN THE ‘REBELS’ ROOST’ CONFEDERATE SAFEHOUSE AT BELSIZE
VICARAGE, LONDON- PRINCIPAL COLLABORATOR WITH THE CONFEDERATE STATES IN ENGLAND- CHURCH OF ENGLAND VICAR AND BELIEVER IN CHRISTIAN REPENTANCE-FRIEND AND HOLIDAY COMPANION OF RAPHAEL SEMMES-FORGER OF SEMMES PASSPORT UNDER THE NAME OF RAYMOND SMITH- TREMLETT’S SISTER, LOUISA, HAD AN AFFAIR WITH RAPHAEL SEMMES-THE AFFAIR WILL BE ADMITTED TO IN OUR FIFTH NOVEL AND USE THE
SECRET CONFEDERATE CODE OF RAPHAEL SEMMES TO DO SO- CONFEDERATE OCEANOGRAPHER AND SPY MATHEW FONTAINE MAURY
LIVED WITH TREMLETT AT BELSIZE PARK, LONDON-CO-FOUNDER WITH MAURY OF THE SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING THE
CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES IN AMERICA-HOSTED JEFFERSON DAVIS AND GENERAL ROBERT E LEE AT BELSIZE PARK-HOST OF CONFEDERATE SPY ROSE GREENHOW AT BELSIZE PARK-PEACE ACTIVIST TOWARDS THE END OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR-PIONEER CAMPAIGNER AGAINST CRUELTY TO ANIMALS-CUSTODIAN OF RAPHAEL SEMMES’S (NEMO’S) MEMOIRS -THE TEMPLATE
FOR JULES VERNE’S CLASSIC NOVEL 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA-

Francis William Tremlett is a crucial player in our adventure. As a Christian vicar he was
entrusted with the custodianship of Raphael Semmes’s (Captain Nemo’s) memoirs, and as we
shall see, this will form the undeniable template for Jules Verne’s 20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea.
This classic novel, together with its sequel - The Mysterious Island, will complete the
Christian redemption, (in fiction at least) of both Raphael Semmes and Captain Nemo and by
their close association with Tremlett, the possible Christian redemption (in fiction at least) of
fellow Confederates Jefferson Davis, General Robert E Lee, and Mathew Fontaine Maury.

Francis William Tremlett was born at Twillingate,
Newfoundland, Canada, in 1821, the son of the local medical
practitioner Dr Robert Tremlett and Elizabeth Dare.
Tremlett’s strong personality was forged by the cold, wild and
rugged Newfoundland coastline and from an early age he
acquired a deep love of the sea that was to last throughout his
long life.
Francis William Tremlett (1821-1913).

After graduating from St John’s University in Newfoundland, Tremlett was ordained a priest
in 1847 and in 1849 he travelled to England to marry Josephine Scarlett Dare in St Johns
Church, Westminster, London.
Tremlett briefly returned to Canada to
practice missionary work with the Inuit. He
returned to London in 1853 where he
rejoined his wife and spent his own money
to build the Church of St Peter in Belsize
Park. Tremlett was a great orator and
fundraiser originally for his church and
ultimately for the Confederacy.
St Peter’s Church, Belsize Park.

According to Tremlett’s biographer Edward Rayner (2016) Francis Tremlett maintained that
slaves were better off than freemen in Africa due to their conversion to Christianity. This
inconsistent attitude with the preachings of the Christian faith was explained by the author
Harriet Beecher Stowe to John Cropper of Dingle Bank, Liverpool in 1853.

I replied, that undoubtedly there were some most amiable
and Christian people who defend slavery on principle, just
as there had been some to defend every form of
despotism…
…I then stated that the most plausible view, and that
which seemed to have the most force with good men, was
one which represented the institution of slavery as a sort
of wardship or guardian relation, by which an inferior
race were brought under the watch and care of a superior
race to be instructed in Christianity…
Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811-96)

…Every person present appeared to be in that softened and charitable frame of mind which
disposed them to make every allowance for the situation of Christians so peculiarly tempted,
while, at the same time, there was the most earnest concern, in view of the dishonor brought
upon Christianity by the defence of such a system.
Harriet Beecher Stowe Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands Part 1 (1854).

During the American Civil War, Tremlett’s vicarage at St Peter’s became known as the
‘Rebels Roost’ and provided safes houses for Confederates in and around London.
In April 1862 Francis Tremlett was introduced
to Captain Raphael Semmes in London after
Semmes had abandoned his first commerce
raider CSS Sumter in Gibraltar.
At Belsize Park, Tremlett gave Semmes
perhaps what he required the most – unlimited
peace and quiet … and a presentation HoullierBlanchard revolver.
Presented to Captain Raphael Semmes,
Belsize Park, 14 May 1862.

Semmes would write fondly of Tremlett in his Memoirs of Service Afloat, and so the
Confederate Vicar would automatically come to the attention of the author Jules Verne.
I trust the reader will pardon me—as I hope the family itself will if I intrude upon its
privacy—if I mention before leaving London, one of those old English households,
immortalized by the inimitable pen of Washington Irving.

One day whilst I was sitting quietly, after breakfast, in my
rooms at Euston Square, running over the column of American
news, in the “Times,” Commander North entered, and in
company with him came a somewhat portly gentleman, with an
unmistakable English face, and dressed in clerical garb—not
over clerical either, for, but for his white cravat, and the cut of
the collar of his coat, you would not have taken him for a
clergyman at all.

Raphael Semmes (1808-77).

Upon being presented, this gentleman said to me, pleasantly, “I have come to take the
Captain of the Sumter prisoner, and carry him off to my house, to spend a few days with me.”
I looked into the genial face of the speaker, and surrendered myself to him a captive at once.
There was no mistaking the old-time English gentleman—though the gentleman himself was
not past middle age—in the open countenance, and kindly expression of my new friend.
Making some remarks to him about quiet, he said, “That is the very thing I propose to give
you; you shall come to my house, stay as long as you please, go away when you please, and
see nobody at all unless you please.”
I dined with him, the next day, in company with a few Confederate and English friends, and
spent several days at his house—the ladies president of which were his mother and maiden
sister. I shall return hereafter to this house, as the reader will see. It became, in fact, my
English home, and was but little less dear to me than my own home in America. The name of
the Rev. Francis W. Tremlett, of the “Parsonage, in Belsize Park, near Hampstead, London,”
dwells in my memory, and in that of every other Confederate who ever came in contact with
him—and they are not few—like a household word.
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat, During the War Between the States (1869)

The Reverend Francis Tremlett was also very close to
Matthew Fontaine Maury, a Commodore in the United States
Navy who as a Virginian had resigned his commission to
become a commander in the Confederate navy with a similar
mandate to James Dunwoody Bulloch – to procure ships for
the Confederate cause.

Matthew Fontaine Maury (1806-83)

Maury was a world-famous author and had been
christened ‘The father of Modern Oceanography’ for his
book The Physical Geography of the Sea (1855).
Maury was to become a close personal friend to Francis
Tremlett as their mutual love of both the Confederacy and
the sea meant that while the rest of Maury’s family lived
in Birkenhead, Maury himself would come to live with
Tremlett at St Peters in Belsize Park, London.
Both Raphael Semmes and Captain Nemo would praise
the work of Matthew Fontaine Maury.
Maury – Pathfinder of the Seas Statue – Richmond,
Virginia (Removed in 2020).

By 1863 the land war was beginning to turn in favour of
the Union and Tremlett and Mathew Fontaine Maury
worked to bring an end to the conflict.
Together with Rose Greenhow they formed the London
Society for the Cessation of Hostilities in America. Rose
Greenhow (1813-64) was a close associate of Francis
Tremlett and a renowned Confederate spy, who before
the American Civil War had been a socialite in
Washington D.C. and had cultivated a friendship with
American president James Buchanan.
Rose O’Neal Greenhow (1813-64)
Greenhow used her connections to pass key military information by code to the Confederacy
at the start of the war. She was credited by Jefferson Davis, the Confederate president, with
ensuring the South's victory at the First Battle of Bull Run in late July 1861. While in France,
Greenhow was received in the court of Napoleon III at the Tuileries. In Britain, she had an
audience with Queen Victoria. Queen Victoria was the patron of the Royal Mersey Yacht
Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead, while Napoleon III was an honorary member of the Royal
Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead.

Greenhow drowned in an attempt to return to the Confederacy after the blockade runner
Condor ran aground near Wilmington, North Carolina, she drowned when the weight of
$2,000 of gold sovereigns sewn into her dress, pulled her under the water.

In his online lecture entitled Cryptanalysis in Classical Literature given by Dr Michael
Schroeder on 19th March 2019, Schroeder discussed the secret codes of Rose Greenhow used
in the American Civil War. He also analysed the code used by Edgar Allen Poe in his 1843
novel The Gold Bug and the Runic code of Arne Saknussemm (note the link with Semmes) in
Journey to the Centre of the Earth (1864) – all of these codes now have parts to play in our
adventure.
Most spectacularly Schroeder also correctly
insisted there was a link between the sequence
of dinosaurs in Jules Verne’s illustration of
Journey to the Centre of the Earth and the
1850’s concrete dinosaur sculptures at
Sydenham in London.
As we shall see that connective link will be
found with the ‘Storeton’ dinosaurs of
Birkenhead.
Journey to the Centre of the Earth (1864)

After the CSS Alabama was sunk by the USS Kearsage
on July 19th 1864, Raphael Semmes and others were
rescued by the Yacht The Deerhound flying the colours of
the Royal Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead.
Francis Tremlett travelled to Southampton to meet
Semmes and take him to London to dine with Birkenhead
M.P John Laird – also a member of the Royal Mersey
Yacht Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead.
John Laird, was the builder of both the CSS Alabama and
in fiction, Captain Nemo’s Nautilus.
Semmes is rescued by the Deerhound.
Raphael Semmes (Captain Nemo) once again takes up the story.

I had wound up the affairs of the Alabama, and went up to enjoy the hospitality of my friend
Tremlett, at Belsize Park, in London. Here we arranged for a visit, of a few weeks, to the
continent, and especially to the Swiss mountains, which was carried out in due time. One
other gentleman, an amiable and accomplished sister of my friend Tremlett, and two other
ladies, connections or friends of the family, accompanied us.
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat, During the War Between the States (1869)

What Tremlett did next was quite remarkable, he proceeded to organise a fake passport for
Semmes under the name of ‘Raymond Smith’ and took him on a six-week tour of the
continent – ostensibly to the Battlefields of Waterloo, The Swiss Alps and on to Paris.

Semmes was to disappear alone with his memoirs in Paris
for two weeks, and as those self-same memoirs will form
the template to Jules Verne’s 20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea, and as both books were released in March 1869, the
logical assumption is that Raphael Semmes gave his
journals to the author Jules Verne.

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.
A reconstruction of what must have been said by Jules Verne to Raphael Semmes (Captain
Nemo) will form the entire part of the next article – article 25.

On this trip, Semmes began an affair with Tremlett’s sister
Louisa. This affair will be admitted to in our fifth novel using
Semmes’s own secret cipher from Reid’s English Dictionary.
This is a cipher that Semmes himself had gone to great
lengths to explain in his Memoirs of Service Afloat, During
the War Between the States and would therefore have been
well known to Jules Verne and others.
The codeword ‘cable’ from Reid’s English dictionary will
lead us to our fifth book.
Reid’s English Dictionary and a loose section of ‘Captain
Nemo’s Cable’, salvaged by the author from Hilbre
Island, Wirral in September 2019.
Historians of course would quite reasonably conclude that Semmes’s journals were in the
possession of the Reverend Francis Tremlett between 1864-67 rather than in the hands of a
world-famous author in Paris.

To Semmes, the most precious object on board was his shipboard journal – his own daily
record of the cruise, reasonably candid and private, and the basis for the memoir he was
probably planning to write if he survived the war. After almost two years, the journal filled
two folio-sized bound volumes, a bit worn and stained, with the daily entries written in ink in
the captain’s graceless but legible hand…

…Returning to London later in the month, he left his sword, flag and journal for safekeeping
with the Tremletts – a deep measure of his trust in their household.
Wolf of the Deep – Raphael Semmes and the Notorious Confederate Raider CSS Alabama.
S
Stephen Fox (2007)
Francis Tremlett’s fake passport allowed Raphael Semmes
(Captain Nemo) to return to the Confederate States, still under
the assumed name of Raymond Smith and upon arriving in
Richmond, Virginia, Semmes went on to dine with Confederate
States President Jefferson Davis and stay overnight with his old
friend and colleague General Robert E Lee.
According to the historian Stephen Fox, Francis Tremlett
eventually returned the journals to Semmes, so allowing the
retired admiral to immerse himself in writing his memoirs
throughout the year of 1868.
General Robert E Lee (1807-70)

After the American Civil War, Francis
Tremlett would invite both ex-Confederate
President Jefferson Davis and his wife Varina
to Belsize Park.
Jefferson and Varina Davis stayed with Francis
Tremlett on Christmas Eve 1868 and the letter
below written by Varina Davis to Louisa
Tremlett is thought to date from this visit.
Jefferson and Varina Davis in 1845.

Dear Mrs Tremlett,
It will afford us great pleasure to dine with you today, and then I hope that Mr Tremlett and
Mr. Davis will have out a small part of the long talk which I’m sure they will never wittingly
finish till death them do part.
With kindest regards to Mrs. Tremlett,
Yours
Varina Davis.

Letter from Varina Davis to Louisa Tremlett – dated Christmas 1868. The Colonel and
the Vicar by Edward Raynor (2016).

The author Edward Raynor, himself a descendant of Francis Tremlett, writes that he is
intrigued by what may have been revealed in the long talk never finished till death them do
part between Jefferson Davis and the Reverend Francis Tremlett of the Royal Mersey Yacht
Club of Tranmere, Birkenhead – perhaps that talk was about the real destination of the
journals of Raphael Semmes.
Joyner continues;
Other unreconstructed Confederate visitors received after the
war included General Robert E. Lee and one of his daughters,
as well as General P.T. Beauregard, commander of the
Confederate forces at Petersburg and the Confederate forces in
South Carolina that had bombarded Fort Sumter.

The Colonel and the Vicar by Edward Raynor (2016).

On April 23rd, 1870, Varina Davis’s sister Margaret Howell married Charles Stoess at a
service at Belsize Park, London conducted by the Reverend Francis Tremlett.
After the war Francis Tremlett raised over
£25,000 for the University of the South in
Tennessee, where a Tremlett Hall and
Tremlett Place were named in his honour.

Students in front of Tremlett Hall (c1880).

In his later years Tremlett worked tirelessly in his local parish and hosted cruises and parties
for poor children aboard his Royal Mersey Yacht Club steam yacht The Don Roderick.

Later Tremlett became a major opponent of vivisection and preached regularly against animal
experimentation carried out at British universities. In 1899 he established an Institute for
Working Lads to encourage apprentices amongst young people. Francis Tremlett died on
June 11th 1913, at the age of ninety-two.

In terms of our adventure, Francis Tremlett’s role is of the utmost importance.
As the Keeper of Captain Nemo’s Memoirs, Tremlett is the closest link to the Christian
repentance in literature of Raphael Semmes as recorded in the hidden writings of the great
Jules Verne… and by their close association with Tremlett, this must include the possible
Christian repentance of Jefferson Davis, General Robert E Lee and Mathew Fontaine Maury.

Repentance without attempting to atone (make good) for one’s sins, may be seen by many as
a worthless and futile gesture – however the enormity of that Confederate atonement will be
looked at in future articles and then it will be up to others to decide whether this can help us
forgive and move forward in a more unified United States of America.

The responsibility for carrying out that atonement will fall largely on seven more players in
our drama, one Confederate, five Unionist and one who is symbolically half American and
half English.

The seven remaining souls of Captain Nemo will support the unified and strong America that
Abraham Lincoln dreamed of, and that Jules Verne created in Birkenhead. They will help end
three terrible wars, bring an end to the great depression, campaign for equal rights for black
African Americans, women and disabled people …. and exactly one hundred years after Jules
Verne’s prophesised it, they will put a man on the moon and bring him back safely again.

Next on Jules Verne and the Heroes of Birkenhead.

Article 25.
Conversations in Literature – Jules Verne and Raphael Semmes.
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The Souls of Captain Nemo.
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